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Abstra t

lar, we isolate an important fragment of A tive XML
(su ient to des ribe a large

lass of appli ations)

A tive XML is a high-level spe i ation language tai-

for whi h the veri ation of temporal properties is

lored to data-intensive, distributed, dynami

de idable.

servi es.

Web

A tive XML is based on XML do uments

with embedded fun tion

A tive XML do uments [2, 4℄ (AXML for short) are

alls. The state of a do u-

XML do uments [23℄ with embedded fun tion

alls

ment evolves depending on the result of internal fun -

interpreted as Web servi e

tion

[18, 21℄, a do ument is seen as a pro ess that evolves

alls (lo al

omputations) or external ones (inter-

a tions with users or other servi es). Fun tion

alls

in time. A fun tion

alls [24℄. In the spirit of

all is seen as a request to

arry

return do uments that may be a tive, so may a ti-

out a subtask whose result may lead to a

vate new subtasks. The fo us of the paper is on the

state in the do ument. Our goal is to analyze the be-

veri ation of temporal properties of runs of A tive

havior of su h systems, whi h is espe ially hallenging

XML systems, spe ied in a tree-pattern based tem-

be ause the presen e of data indu es innitely many

poral logi , Tree-LTL, that allows expressing a ri h

states.

lass of semanti

properties of the appli ation. The

To illustrate the kind of appli ations we target,

main results establish the boundary of de idability
and the

omplexity of automati

onsider a mail order pro essing system. The arrival

veri ation of Tree-

of a new order

LTL properties.

1

hange of

orresponds to the initiation of a new

task. At ea h moment, the system is running a possibly large number of orders, initiated by dierent

Introdu tion

users. Pro essing ea h order may involve various subtasks. For instan e, a

Data-intensive, distributed, dynami
pervasive on today's Web.
appli ations is often

appli ations are

plexity makes them vulnerable to potentially

seen as AXML do uments that evolve in time.
Our goal is to analyze the behavior of AXML sys-

veri ation te hniques op-

tems, and in parti ular to verify temporal proper-

rit-

i al semanti s asso iated with data in su h appli a-

ties of their runs.

tions.

verify whether some stati

The need to take into a

ount data seman-

ti s has spurred interest in studying stati

analysis

property (e.g., all ordered
property

(e.g. an order is never delivered before payment is reeived) always hold. The language Tree-LTL allows

ontribution in this

dire tion by investigating automati

For instan e, one may want to

produ ts are available) and some dynami

tasks in whi h data is expli itly present (see related
work). In this paper, we make a

he k may be requested

order system, as well as ea h individual order, are

omostly

erate on nite-state abstra tions that ignore the

redit

redit servi e, and its out ome determines how

the order pro eeds. In our approa h, the entire mail

The reliability of su h

riti al, but their logi al

bugs. Classi al automati

from a

to express a ri h

veri ation in a

A main

model tightly integrating the XML and Web servi e

lass of su h properties.

ontribution of the paper is to

arefully de-

onsider A tive XML,

sign an appropriate abstra tion of AXML that is ex-

a high-level spe i ation language tailored to data-

pressive enough to des ribe meaningful appli ations,

intensive Web appli ations, and Tree-LTL, a tree-

and

based temporal logi

studying de idability and

paradigms.

Spe i ally, we

that

an express a ri h

lass of

lish the boundary of de idability and the

onvenient formal vehi le for

veri ation in the model.

temporal properties of su h appli ations. We estabof automati

an also serve as a

AXML, that we briey des

omplexity

omplexity boundaries for
This has lead to

Guard

ribe next.

In Guard AXML (GAXML for short), do ument

veri ation in this setting. In parti u-

1

Previous works also

trees are unordered. With ordered trees, veri ation

onsidered the evolution of

qui kly be omes intra table. GAXML distinguishes

do uments. For instan e, stati

between internal and external servi es. An internal

ered in [1℄ for a restri ted monotone AXML language,

servi e is a servi e that is

positive

ompletely spe ied, i.e.,

its pre ise semanti s is known. External servi es

systems.

output type is available. Finally, the most novel feame hanism for

ontrolling the initiation and

tion of subtasks (formally fun tion
Boolean

ontrast, we

onsider a broader veri ation task for nonmonotone

For these, only partial information on their input and
ontext is a

onsid-

AXML. Their setting is very dierent from

ours as their systems are monotone. In

ap-

ture intera tions with other servi es and with users.

ture of the model in the AXML

analysis was

Veri ation of temporal properties of Web servi es

guard

has mostly been

omple-

onsidered using models abstra t-

ing away data values (see [17℄ for a survey). Veri-

alls). Guards are

ation of data-intensive Web servi es was studied in

ombinations of tree patterns. They fa ili-

[13, 15℄, and a verier implemented [14℄. As in our

tate spe ifying appli ations driven by

omplex work-

ase, this work takes into a

ount data and estab-

ows and, more generally, they provide a very useful

lishes the boundary of de idability and

programming paradigm for a tive do uments.

of veri ation for a restri ted

omplexity

lass of servi es and

onsists of AXML do uments

properties expressed in a temporal logi . While this

running on dierent peers and intera ting between

is related in spirit to the present work, the te hni al

An AXML system

them and with the external world.
presentation, we

dieren es stemming from the AXML setting render

To simplify the

the two investigations orthogonal.

onsider here single-peer systems.

We will mention how the model

Organization

an be extended

to multipeer systems and our results applied to this

GAXML

larger setting that a tually motivated this work.
Our main results establish the boundary of de-

language

Tree-LTL,

we

omplexity
Relax-

onsidered in Se tion

4, and shown to lead to unde idability.

The de id-

ability results on safety and bounded rea hability are

alls in runs.

also presented in Se tion 4. The paper

We prove that for su h re ursion-free GAXML, the
omplete. We also

the

ations of non-re ursiveness are

We obtain de idability by disal-

satisfa tion of Tree-LTL formulas is

and

results for re ursion-free GAXML servi es.

lowing re ursion in GAXML systems, whi h leads to
a bound on the number of total fun tion

After presenting in Se tion 2 the

present in Se tion 3 the de idability and

idability of satisfa tion of Tree-LTL properties by
GAXML systems.

model

on ludes with

a brief dis ussion. The proofs, and a detailed running

o-2nexptime-

example, are provided in an appendix.

onsider various relaxations of the

non-re ursiveness restri tion and show that they ea h

2

lead to unde idability. This establishes a fairly tight

The GAXML model

boundary of de idability of veri ation. At the same
time, we show that

We formalize in this se tion the GAXML model. To

ertain limited but useful veri-

 ation tasks remain de idable even with re ursion.

simplify the presentation, we

For instan e, we provide a de idable su ient

a single peer (we dis uss this issue in Se tion 5).

tion for

safety with respe

of tree patterns.

ombination

To illustrate our denitions, we use fragments of a
Mail Order GAXML pro essing system, more fully

t to a Boolean

des ribed in the appendix.

ombination of

In this paper, trees are unranked and unordered.

an be rea hed within a spe ied num-

A forest is a set of trees. The notions of node,

ber of steps in a run.

Related work

onsider a system with

We also show that it is de idable

whether a state satisfying a Boolean
tree patterns

ondi-

nodes are dened in the usual way.

Most of previous works on stati

T

analysis on XML (with data values) was dealing with

a tree

do uments that do not evolve with time. Typi ally

des endants of a parti ular node.

one would

onsider the

onsisten y problem for XML

spe i ations using DTDs and (foreign) key
straints [6, 7℄, the query
the type

hild,

des endant, an estor, and parent relations between
is the tree indu ed by

T

A subtree of

on the set of all

We assume given the following disjoint innite sets:

nodes N (denoted n, m), tags Σ (denoted a, b, c, . . .),
fun tion names F , data values D (denoted α, β, . . .)
data variables V (denoted X, Y, Z, . . .), possibly with

on-

ontainment problem [5℄ or

he king problem [8℄. This motivated stud-

F

ies of automata and logi s on strings and trees over

subs ripts. The set

innite alphabets [20, 12, 9℄. See [22℄ for a survey on

of marked fun tion symbols

related issues.

a set of symbols of the form

2

is the union of two disjoint sets

F!
!f ,

and
and

F ? , where F ! is
F ? = {?f | !f ∈

F ! }.

Intuitively,

tion

f

!f

labels a node where a

an be made (possible

node where a

all to

f

is expe ted (running

Guard AXML

A

all), and

all to fun -

?f

are evaluated relative to a spe ied node in the tree.

relative

More pre isely, a

labels a

has been made and some result

where

P

self )

ative pattern (P ,

all).

where

(GAXML) do ument is a tree

whose internal nodes are labeled with tags in

Σ

F

is a forest and

tern for es the node

and

n.

pattern is a pair (P ,

self

A rel-

is evaluated on a pair

(F, n)

n

is a node of

names, or data values. A GAXML forest is a set of

tern. The pattern shown there

To avoid repetitions of isomorphi

isomorphi

are

the nodes of

T1

Two trees

to the nodes of

T2

ontains no isomorphi

Clearly, ea h tree
pli ate isomorphi

T

We also

independently of ea h other and the Boolean opera-

that preserves the

urs in two dierent patterns

sibling subtrees.

Patterns

P

A

tree pattern

whose edges and nodes are labeled.
indi ates a

Order-Id

Cname

X

Y

MailOrder
Pname

pattern
Produ t

hild (/) or des endant (//) relationship.

onsisting of a Boolean

of data values).

an spe ify joins (equality

X

As previously mentioned, patterns are also

query is dened by
Head. When evaluated on a forest, the mat hings of Body dene a set
of valuations of the variables. The Head pattern then
pairs of patterns, a

onstraints of its tree patterns.
The mapping need not be

spe ies how to

Body

and a

onstru t the result from these valu-

ations. A parti ular node ( onstru tor node below)
spe ies a form of nesting.

of the evaluation of patterns over forests extends the

query is an expression Body →
Body and Head are patterns su h that
h H in Head,

More formally, a

above in the natural way. Sin e the notion of pattern

Head

is rather standard, its formal denition is relegated

where

for ea

An example is given in Figure 2

•

(a). The pattern shown there expresses the fa t that
is not a key. It does not hold on

its internal nodes have labels in
have labels in

the GAXML do ument of Figure 1. (Indeed, we want

Order-Id

self

used in queries, as shown next. A

mapped to the same node in the tree. The denition

Order-Id

Z'

Z'

MailOrder

X

Queries

inje tive: two dierent nodes of the pattern may be

the value

Y'

6=

Figure 2: Two patterns

In parti ular, the root of the tree pattern is mapped

to the appendix.

X
Y' or Z

onstants may also

tree by mapping all the nodes of a pattern to the tree

to the root of the tree.

Pname

(b)

Pname

onstraint

A tree pattern is evaluated over a

while respe ting the

6=

Pname

ombination of (in)equalities

be given. In parti ular, we

Cname

Main

is a tree

A node label either restri ts the label of the node

between the variables and/or data

Order-Id

Z
Y

An edge label

or is a variable denoting a data value. A

(a)

MailOrder

ontrolling the a tivation of fun tion

tree patterns.

P ′.

Main

ontain multiple iso-

alls and as a basis for our query language. A

and

and independently quantied for

We hen eforth assume that all

We use patterns as the building blo ks

is a forest of

P

ombination then it is treated as quantied existentially for

trees.

for guards for

Xo P ′ of the Boolean

tors have their standard meaning. If a variable

A tree is

an be redu ed by eliminating du-

However, forests may generally

ombinations of (rela-

The (relative) patterns are mat hed

onsidered are redu ed, unless stated otherwise.

morphi

atalog. It holds

!Bill.

onsider Boolean

tive) patterns.

subtrees, and the result is unique

up to isomorphism.
trees

T1

i there exists a bije tion from

edge relation and the labeling of nodes.

redu ed if it

at the unique node labeled

sibling subtrees,

we dene the notion of redu ed tree.

T2

he ks that a produ t

urs in the

in the GAXML do ument of Figure 1 when evaluated

is given in Figure 1.

and

Figure 2 (b) provides an example of relative pat-

that has been ordered o

of GAXML do ument

Su h a pat-

self in the pattern to be mapped

to

1

F.

is a node of

whose leaves are labeled by either tags, fun tion
GAXML trees. An example

self )

P.

is a pattern and

•

to be a key).

there is no repeated variable in
able o

In some guards and queries, we use patterns that

•

1 See

Appendix for the full spe i ation of the Mail Order
example.
3

urring in it also o

and its leaves

H

and ea h vari-

urs in

there is one designated node

onstru tor

Σ

Σ ∪ F! ∪ V;

c

in

Body; and
H

alled the

node, su h that the subtree rooted

Main
Catalog
Produ t

!Mailorder

Produ t

Produ t

MailOrder
Order-Id

Pname

Pri e

Pname

Pri e

Pname

Pri e

Canon

120

Nikon

199

Sony

175

1234567

Cname

Pname

!Bill

!Deliver

!Reje t

Serge Nikon

Figure 1: A GAXML do ument.

seen as synta ti sugaring in AXML, sin e the same
ee t an be a hieved using fun tion alls. However,
with set parenthesis. (In absen e of variables in
the expli it onstru tor node is onvenient from a
H , the onstru tor may be omitted).
spe i ation viewpoint. Observe also that one ould
onsider nesting of onstru tor nodes, in the spirit
As for patterns, we onsider queries evaluated relaof
group-by operators. Su h an extension, whi h for
tive to a spe ied node in the input tree. A relative
simpli
ity we do not onsider here, would not ae t
query is dened like a query, ex ept that its body is
our
results.
a relative pattern (P , self ). An example of relative
c

at

ontains all variables in

representations, this

H.

In graphi al

onstru tor node is marked

query is given in Figure 3. The label of the
tor node is

Pro ess-bill.

onstru -

Consider the evaluation of the query of Figure 3
on the GAXML do ument of Figure 1 at the unique
node labeled

Main
Catalog
Produ t
Pname

MailOrder
Pname

Pri e

X

the

{Pro ess-bill}

self

Pname

Amount

X

Y

X

!Invoi e

There is a unique mat hing of

repla ed by

(and no more parenthesis for

DTD

is the Head pattern
Nikon and Y by 199

Pro ess-bill).

Trees used by a GAXML system may be

on-

strained using DTDs and tree pattern formulas. For
DTDs, we use a typing me hanism that restri ts, for

Figure 3: Example of a relative query

F

X

of the query with

Y

Let

!Bill.

Body pattern and the result

be a forest and

ea h tag

a ∈ Σ,

the labels of

hildren that

a-nodes

may have. As our trees are unordered we use Boolean

Q = Body → H a query with ombinations of statements of the form |b| ≥ k for
M be the set of mat hings b ∈ Σ ∪ F ∪ {dom} and k a non-negative integer2 .

a single tree for head. Let
of

Body

H

and

mat
of

X

into F . Let c be the onstru tor node of
Hc the subtree of H rooted at c. For ea h
hing µ ∈ M, let µ(Hc ) be an isomorphi
opy

Hc
o

urring in

H

is rst repla ed by

{µ(Hc ) | µ ∈ M}.

is simply removed.

not the root,

Q(F )

µ(X) and
Q(F ) is

Then the result

forest obtained by repla ing
forest

dened in the standard way. Details are omitted.

S hema and instan e

with new nodes, in whi h every variable label

tree is next redu ed.

c

Validity of trees and of forests relative to a DTD is

c

in

H

tuple

the
the

•

by the redu ed

Note that if

M=∅

Observe also that, when

is a single-tree forest.

c

•

is

c

Q = Body → H1 , ..., Hn . Then
Q(F ) = ∪Qi (F ) where for ea h i, Qi = Body → H i .
A relative query is evaluated on a pair (F, n) where
F is a forest and n is a node of F . The result Q(F, n)
to

is a

ontains a nite set of internal fun -

Φext

ontains a nite set of external fun -

provides stati

s hema.

It

onstraints on instan es of the

onsists of a DTD and a Boolean

ombination of patterns.
We next detail

is dened as for queries, ex ept that mat hings of the

self

The set

• ∆

onsider a query

body must map

Φint

s hema S

tion spe i ations.

is the root, the forest may have 0, 1 or more trees.
Now

The set

A GAXML

where

tion spe i ations.

then

When

(Φint , Φext , ∆)

let

n.

af

Φint

and

Φext .

For ea h

be a new distin t label in

Σ.

f ∈ F,

Intuitively,

2 For the purpose of omplexity analyses, we take the size
of |b| ≥ k to be k. This is ommensurate with the lassi al
spe i ation of DTDs using regular expressions.

Remark 2.1 The onstru tor node provides expli it
ontrol over nesting of results. Note that this an be
4

af will be
f is being

the root of a subtree where a
evaluated.

•

1. For ea h

as a tuple

arg(f ) (the input query) is a (relative) query.
f,

all to

some

•

all

!f

self

Runs

binds to the node at whi h

is made.

all to

answer is returned.

If

f

f

If

f

ontinuous, the

f

noted

all guard) is a Boolean
all to

f

ombination of

an only be made

holds. (Observe that negative

with root label

, i

We

and

I ′ = (T ′ , eval') be
S = (Φint , Φext , ∆).

possible next instan e of I,

This is like for external fun tion ex-

There is some node n
?f in some tree of T , where f ∈ Φint , su h
that T = eval(n) ontains no running all labels ?g
′
and the return guard of f is true on T . Then I is
obtained from I as follows:
labeled

used in Figure 1 is spe i-

•

all guard is the pattern in Figure 2 (b). The argument query is the query in Figure 3. Assuming that

•

(with produ t and amount paid) the return

Bill

are:

−→

aBill

Payment

Payment

X

Amount

{Paid}

•

Pname

Amount

eval

X

Y

if

f

ret(f )

eval(n)

from

hange

n's

labeled

T

and

label to

Return of external all

Return query

n

?f

in some tree of

Φext

is spe ied similarly, ex-

(i) there is no

ept that the return guard

ρ(f ) and the return query

remove from

in

are missing.

Intuitively, an external

return any answer at any time. Its answer
onstrained by

An

instan e I

(Φint , Φext , ∆)

is

all

labels in

an

GAXML

s hema

S =

∆ also

n,

other-

n

I′

is

for

f ∈ Φext .

Then

alls, ex ept that
omputation to

and (ii) the result (a forest with

n) is
I ′ is required to be

appended as a sibling to

onstrains the result of the external

all).

pair (T , eval), where T is a
eval an inje tive fun tion over the

a

GAXML forest and

eval

n;

There exists some node

T,

orresponding running

Σ ∪ F! ∪ D

valid, then
a

and add

!f .

hosen arbitrarily (but note that if

an only

∆.
over

T

from the domain

obtained as for the return of internal

f

on

is non- ontinuous remove the node

wise

Y

Return guard

remove
of

aBill

Pname

evaluate the return query

the resulting forest as a sibling of the node

is an external fun tion eventually returning

guard and query of

be

de-

in one of the

Return of internal all

ed as follows. It is internal and non- ontinuous. Its

ret(f )

I

is obtained from

f ∈ Φint . Furthermore, we add to the graph
′
′
of eval the pair (n, T ) where T is a tree onsisting
onne ted to the forest that is the reof a root af
sult of evaluating the argument query arg(f ) on input
(T , n). (All nodes o urring in T ′ are new.)

ontinue with our running exam-

Bill

The fun tion

Ea h fun tion

eval(n) for

is

valid if it satises ∆.

is a

I′

af

ept that

ret(f ) (the return query) is a query rooted at af .

Invoi e
Payment

I′

Internal all

onditions

satised.

Example 2.2

I ⊢I

′

T

?f .

I = (T , eval)

Let

a tree in

there exists some node n in T ∈ T ,
!f for f ∈ Φext , su h that γ(f )(T , n) holds,
′
where γ(f ) is the all guard of f ; and I is obtained
from I by hanging the label of n to ?f .

• ρ(f ) (the return guard) is a Boolean ombination
of patterns rooted at af . The result of a all to
f an only be returned when the return guard is

ple.

T

is

eval(n) is

External all

an be

are allowed.)

•

S

?f ,

labeled

relative patterns. A

γ(f )

f ∈ Φint

following ways:

all

alled again.

if

for some

af .

labeled

The instan e

is

is deleted on e the

is

is kept after the answer is returned, so

• γ(f ) (the

?f

instan es of a GAXML s hema

kind(f ) ∈ {non- ontinuous, ontinuous}.
non- ontinuous, a

n

An instan e of

If the query dening the argu-

ment is relative,
the

with label

2. Every tree in

In-

whi h is also the initial state in the

f.

n

with root label

tuitively, its role is to dene the argument of a
evaluation of

labeled with

su h that:

as some work spa e for the evaluation of the fun tion.) Ea h fun tion f of Φint is spe ied
harg(f ), kind(f ), γ(f ), ρ(f ), ret(f )i where:

T

set of nodes in

all to

(This subtree may be seen

Figure 4 shows a possible next instan e for the instan e of Figure 1 after an internal

5

all has been made

!Bill.

to

Re all the spe i ation of

ample 2.2. The

Bill

lo ally to ea h pattern.)

from Ex-

all was enabled as the guard of

!Bill

Whenever

is true on the instan e of Figure 1 (see Figure 2). As

!Bill

is an internal

all, the subtree

aBill

ontains

su h as

!Bill (see Figure 3).

the result of the query dening

The dotted arrow indi ates the fun tion

instan e of

S

runs

of a given system.

is an instan e of

S

An

∀X̄ϕ(X̄)

itively, a senten e

ϕ(X̄)

initial

X̄

More formally,

all and for whi h

free variables.

all. An instan e I is blo king if
I ′ su h that I ⊢ I ′ . A run of S is
an innite sequen e I0 , I1 , . . . , Ii , . . . of instan es over
S su h that I0 is an initial instan e of S and for ea h
i ≥ 0, either Ii ⊢ Ii+1 or Ii is blo king and Ii+1 = Ii .

holds for a s hema

holds on every valid run of

terpretation of

onsisting of a single

tree whose root is not a fun tion

X and U,

F (eventually) and G (always).

We now turn to the semanti s of Tree-LTL. Intu-

eval.

We will typi ally be interested in verifying temporal properties of

onvenient, we use as shorthand addi-

tional temporal operators expressible using

S

S

i

with every in-

into the a tive domain of the run.

onsider rst the
Consider a run

ase when

ρ

of

S.

ϕ

has no

Satisfa tion

there is no running

of a pattern without free variables by an instan e

there is no instan e

was dened previously.

ρ satises ϕ, deρ |= ϕ. Consider now a Tree-LTL senten e
σ = ∀X̄ϕ(X̄). For a run ρ of S , we say that ρ satises
∀X̄ϕ(X̄), and denote this by ρ |= ∀X̄ϕ(X̄), if ρ satises ϕ(h(X̄)) for ea h valuation h of X̄ into adom(ρ).
We say that S satises σ , denoted S |= σ , if every
valid run of S satises σ .
semanti s of LTL to dene when

Note that, for uniformity, we for e all runs to be in-

∆.

valid

if all of its instan es satisfy

ρ, we denote by adom(ρ) the set of data
urring in ρ, whi h may be innite due to

For a run

values o

external fun tion

alls.

Two examples of Tree-LTL formulas are given be-

Temporal properties

low.

As mentioned in the intro-

du tion, we are interested in verifying

ertain proper-

Every mail order is eventually ompleted (delivered or
reje ted):
∀X[G( Main → F(
∨
))]
Main
Main

ties of runs of a GAXML systems. These may in lude
generi
a su

desirable properties, su h as always rea hing
essful nal instan e (blo king and with no a -

tive fun tion

an be

an use the standard

noted by

nite by repeating a blo king instan e forever if it is
rea hed. A run is

Therefore, patterns

treated as propositions and we

alls), as well as properties spe i

to

MailOrder

the parti ular appli ation, su h as no produ t is de-

MailOrder

Order-Id

Order-Id

X

X

MailOrder

Delivered

Order-Id

Reje ted

livered before it is paid in the right amount.
To express su h temporal properties of runs, we
use patterns
erators.

Every produ t for whi h a orre t amount has been paid is
eventually delivered (note that the variable Z is impli itly
existentially quantied in the left pattern):
∀X∀Y [G( Main
→ F(
))]
Main

onne ted by Boolean and temporal op-

This yields the language Tree-LTL (and

∗

bran hing-time variants Tree-CTL or Tree-CTL ).
More pre isely, we use the auxiliary notion of QPattern (for quantied pattern).

P (X̄)

pression

where

P

A

QPattern

is a pattern and

its variables, designated as

free.

is an ex-

X̄

All other variables

P.
(So logi ally, P (X̄) may be seen as ∃Ȳ (P ), where Ȳ
is the set of variables o urring in P and not X̄ .) The

Produ t

stands for

until

Pname

Amount

X

Z

X

Z

ϕ,

for

X

Delivered

Y

Figure 5: Some Tree-LTL formulas.

U ϕ | Xϕ
next, with the

The bran hing-time variants Tree-CTL

(∗)

are de-

ned analogously.
Not surprisingly, satisfa tion of Tree-LTL senten es

its free variables are the free variables of

is unde idable for arbitrary GAXML systems. To ob-

its patterns.

∀X̄ϕ(X̄),

X

Y

Order-Id

Given a Tree-LTL

usual semanti s, e.g.
formula

and

MailOrder

Order-Id Pname

Pri e

ing grammar:

U

Paid

Pname

syntax of Tree-LTL formulas is dened by the follow-

where

MailOrder

Catalog

some of

will be seen as quantied existentially, lo ally to

ϕ := QPattern | ϕ ∧ ϕ | ϕ ∨ ϕ | ¬ϕ | ϕ

X

see [16℄.

tain positive results, we need to pla e drasti

A Tree-LTL senten e is an expression

where

ϕ

is a Tree-LTL formula and

the free variables of

ϕ.

X̄

are

but nat-

ural restri tions on these systems. We present in the

(As previously mentioned,

next se tion su h restri tions and results, and then

variables that are not free are existentially quantied

show how even small relaxations yield unde idability.

6

aBill

Main
Catalog

!Mailorder

MailOrder

···

Order-Id

Cname

Pname

1234567

Serge

Nikon

Pro ess-bill

?Bill

!Deliver

Figure 4: An instan e with an

3

Re ursion-free GAXML

While

!Reje t

eval

Pname

Amount

Nikon

199

link

onditions (i), (iii) and (iv) a hieve this by

prohibiting the immediate
Most of our positive results are obtained under the
assumption that AXML servi es are

re ursion-free.

alls, the presen e of an arbitrary number of them in
alls. Condition (ii)

learly are a sour e of dif-

with a

f

all to

f.

To

rather than a single one.

may return some data

all to some external fun tion

data with a

g,

and

g

some

stan e as a whole. Thus, a fun tion
The

tions. We do this by in luding in the spe i ation of

f

the set

fun(f )

f.

fa tion

of fun tions

g, g

is in

fun(f )

if

!g

For internal fun tions
o

f

f.

(This

an be

all may appear

of

a

result

of

the

Tree-LTL

se tion

senten e

is

by

that
a

satis-

re ursion-

o-2nexptime- omplete.

For ea h re ursion-free GAXML s hema,

we rst

show that every valid run rea hes a blo king instan e

and

after at most an exponential number of

urs in the result of the ar-

gument or return query of

main

free GAXML s hema is

alls to

The denition of valid run is modied so that this

restri tion is obeyed.

ondition

in several dierent trees of the same instan e.

assume some signature information on external fun ea h external fun tion

alls to ea h fun tion

Also note that

(ii) restri ts ea h tree in an instan e, but not the in-

ir umvent this, we must

that are allowed to appear in the results of

ould be relaxed without loss by

allowing a bounded number of

 ulty for enfor ing non-re ursiveness synta ti ally,
sin e an external fun tion

on-

the initial instan e or in answers to external fun tion

alls in a run of the system.

The external fun tions

auses of re ursion,

dition (ii) deals with another sour e of unbounded

This restri tion essentially bounds the number of
fun tion

!Invoi e

alls.

will also see that it is only ne essary to

he ked

We

onsider

runs over "small" instan es. Finally, we will present

synta ti ally by inspe ting the head of the respe tive

a nondeterministi

queries.)

ral property on a run. Altogether, we obtain a

To dene non-re ursiveness, we use the auxiliary
notion of

all graph that

den ies between fun tion

2nexptime bound that

aptures (synta ti ) depenalls in the s hema.

algorithm for

then ea h valid run of

S = (Φint , Φext , ∆) be a GAXML s hema. The
all graph G of S is a dire ted graph whose nodes
are Φint ∪ Φext and there is an edge from f to g if
g ∈ fun(f ).

S

o-

an be shown to be tight.

The rst result shows that if

Let

he king a tempo-

S

is re ursion-free,

rea hes a blo king instan e

after a number of transitions that is exponential in
the size of the s hema. This is a

onsequen e of the

fa t that without re ursion, only nitely many
to ea h fun tion

an be made.

The details

alls

an be

found in the appendix.

Denition 3.1 Let S = (Φint , Φext , ∆) be a GAXML
s hema. We say that S is re ursion-free i the fol- Proposition 3.2 Let S = (Φint , Φext , ∆) be a
re ursion-free GAXML s hema. There exists a nonlowing hold:
negative integer k, exponential in |Φint ∪ Φext |, su h
(i) the DTD of ∆ is non-re ursive,
that all valid runs of S rea h a blo king instan e in
(ii) no fun tion all !f o urs more than on e in a at most k transitions.
tree satisfying the DTD of ∆,
Let S be a re ursion-free GAXML s hema. A prerun
of S is a nite prex of a run ending in the rst
(iii) no fun tion of S is ontinuous, and
o

(iv) the all graph of S is a y li .

urren e of its blo king instan e.

pre-run of

S

innite extension satises
As mentioned above, the denition of re ursionfree s hema is meant to enfor e a stati
the number of fun tion

We say that a

satises a Tree-LTL senten e

ϕ.

ϕ

i its

We note the following

useful fa t. Its proof uses standard Bü hi automata

bound on

te hniques, after repla ing ea h pattern in

alls made in a valid run.

suitable proposition (see Appendix).

7

ϕ

by a

Proposition 3.3 Given a pre-run ρ = I0 , . . . Ik of S
and a Tree-LTL senten e ϕ, one an he k whether
ρ satises ϕ using a non-deterministi algorithm in
time O(|ρ||ϕ| ).

o urren e when fun tions model a hierar hi al set
of tasks) the omplexity goes down to o-nexptime.
Within the broader lands ape of stati analysis, this is
quite reasonable. For instan e, re all that even satisability of Barnays-S hönnkel FO senten es, a mu h
simpler question, already has omplexity nexptime
[10℄.

The next proposition is the key to our de ision algorithm. It shows that only runs with small instan es
need to be

onsidered. This is the most di ult part

of the proof and is a hieved by

arefully identifying a

Using similar te hniques, we

an show de idabil-

"small" set of nodes su ient to witness satisfa tion

ity of the following useful stati

of the patterns needed for the run to be valid and

re ursion-free GAXML (see Appendix for proofs).

satisfy

ϕ

(see Appendix for proof ).

Corollary 3.8 The following are de idable in o2nexptime for a re ursion-free GAXML s hema S =
(Φint , Φext , ∆):

Proposition 3.4 If there exists a valid pre-run of
S satisfying ϕ, then there exists a valid pre-run of
the same length satisfying ϕ, su h that ea h of its
instan es has size doubly exponential in ϕ and S .

•

Su essful termination: ea h valid run of S ends
in a blo king instan e with no running fun tion
alls.

•

Type he king: for every run of S , if the initial
instan e satises ∆, then every instan e in the
run satises ∆.

The previous results immediately yield a de ision
pro edure.
not satisfy

A re ursion-free GAXML s hema does

ϕ

This pre-run

i there is valid pre-run violating

ϕ.

an be guessed nondeterministi ally (its

size is at most doubly exponential by Proposition 3.4
and Proposition 3.2) and then

¬ϕ

an be

he ked

Remark 3.9 The above notion of type he king is
quite stri t, sin e it de lares a violation even if it is
aused by the result of a all to an external fun tion
(in other words, a servi e will type he k only if at
any point in the run, any result of an external fun tion all is a eptable wrt ∆). A more lenient variant
would type he k subje t to the assumption that results
from alls to external fun tions do not ause violations. The de idability result of Corollary 3.8 an be
easily extended to this variant.

using Proposition 3.3. The mat hing lowerbound is
di ult and te hni al and is stated in the following
proposition. Its proof is given in the appendix. Intuitively, we
hine

M

onsider a non-deterministi

running in time

n

22

exhibit a Tree-LTL senten e
GAXML s hema
runs of

S

i

M

S

ϕ

su h that

reje ts

w.

Turing Ma-

on inputs of size

n.

We

and a re ursion-free

ϕ

analysis tasks for

holds on all valid

The di ulty of the proof

lies in simulating a Turing ma hine running in time
n

22 with a re ursion-free GAXML s hema using only
n fun tions and hen e with runs of length 2n . This

4

requires a very e ient use of the available fun tions
(see Appendix).

Proposition 3.5 It is o-2-nexptime-hard to
he k whether a re ursion-free GAXML s hema
satises a Tree-LTL senten e.

Beyond re ursion-free

In this se tion we prove that de idability of satisfa tion

of

a

Tree-LTL

formula

by

a

GAXML

s hema is lost even under minor relaxations of nonre ursiveness. However,

We now have the main result of the se tion:

ertain restri ted but useful

veri ation tasks remain de idable. We provide sev-

Theorem 3.6 It is o-2nexptime- omplete to de- eral su h results in the se ond part of this se tion.
ide, given a re ursion-free GAXML s hema S and
a Tree-LTL senten e ϕ, whether ea h valid run of S Unde idability We next onsider relaxations of
satises ϕ.
ea h of the re ursion-free onditions and show that
ea h su h relaxation indu es unde idability of satis-

Remark 3.7 While the worst- ase o-2nexptime
omplexity of veri ation we have just shown may
appear daunting, the omplexity is likely to be mu h
lower in many pra ti al situations. For example, for
GAXML s hemas whose all graph is a tree (a likely

fa tion of Tree-LTL senten es.

Spe i ally, we

on-

sider ea h of the following extensions: allowing (1) reursive DTDs, (2) an unbounded number of fun tion
alls in trees satisfying
(4) a

8

y li

all graph.

∆,

(3)

ontinuous fun tions,

For (1), unde idability is a simple

onsequen e of

The above results show that relaxations of the

the fa t that satisability of Boolean

ombination of

non-re ursiveness requirements qui kly lead to strong

patterns in the presen e of a DTD is already unde id-

forms of unde idability.

able [11℄. The rst result

wonder if de idability

on erns extensions (2-3).

Orthogonally, one might

an be preserved for re ursion-

We prove a strong unde idability result, showing that

free s hemas for more powerful queries or temporal

even rea hability of an instan e satisfying a single

properties. We next show that this is not the
We rst

positive pattern without variables be omes unde id-

ase.

onsider an extension to the patterns used

able with any of these extensions. Furthermore, the

so far in the GAXML model, allowing negative sub-

result holds for s hemas without data

patterns. Spe i ally, let us allow labeling by

onstraints and

¬

one

using no external fun tions. The proof is by redu tion

subtree of the pattern, with the safety restri tion that

from the impli ation problem for fun tional and in-

all variables o

lusion dependen ies, known to be unde idable. See

also o

the appendix for details.

urring in the negative subtree must

ur positively in the pattern. The semanti s is

the natural one: a mat h requires the positive part of

Theorem 4.1 It is unde idable, given a positive pattern P without variables and a GAXML s hema S the negative subtree to not be mat hed. An example
with no data onstraints or external fun tions, satis- of su h query is: r[/a/X][¬ /b/X]. We show the
fying the non-re ursiveness onditions relaxed by any following (see Appendix).
of (2) or (3) above, whether some instan e satisfying Theorem 4.4 It is unde idable, given a positive
P is rea hable in a valid run of S .
pattern P without variables, and a re ursionfree GAXML s hema S with no data onstraints and
In order to show that Condition (4) also yields unno
external fun tions, but using patterns with negde idability, we use the fa t that, with y li
all
ative
sub-patterns, whether there exists an instan e
graphs, we an generate arbitrarily long sequen es of
satisfying
P that is rea hable in a valid run of S .
running fun tion alls allowing us to ode two- ounter
the subtree to be mat hed to the input do ument, and

automata (see Appendix). Note that this result holds

We next

even without any data values.

guage.

Theorem 4.2 It is unde idable, given a positive pattern P without variables and a GAXML s hema S
with no data values and no external fun tions, satisfying the non-re ursiveness onditions relaxed by allowing a y li all graph, whether some instan e satisfying P is rea hable in a valid run of S .

onsider an extension of the Tree-LTL lan-

Re all that by denition, all free variables

in the patterns of a Tree-LTL formula are universally quantied to yield the nal Tree-LTL senten e.
One might wonder if this restri tion on the quantier stru ture is needed for de idability of satisfa tion
for re ursion-free GAXML s hemas.
that this is in fa t the

ase.

We next show

Spe i ally, let

∃Tree-

LTL be dened the same as Tree-LTL, ex ept that

Remark 4.3 The results for extensions (3) and (4)
point to signi ant qualitative dieren es between reursion obtained by using ontinuous fun tions, and
by allowing y li all graphs. Theorem 4.2 suggests
that the latter is mu h more powerful. The distin tion is further highlighted by onsidering the instan edependent variant of veri ation: given a GAXML
s hema S , an initial instan e I of S , and a TreeLTL formula ϕ, does every run starting from I satisfy ϕ? An immediate onsequen e of the proof of
Theorem 4.2 is that this is unde idable for GAXML
s hema with y li all graphs (even with no data values and only internal fun tions). On the other hand,
it is easily seen that this is de idable for arbitrary
GAXML s hemas with ontinuous internal fun tions
(but a y li all graph). This follows from the fa t
that the xed initial instan e renders the state spa e
nite, whi h is not the ase if y li all graphs are
allowed.

the free variables are quantied existentially in the
end, yielding a senten e of the form

∃X̄ξ(X̄).

Theorem 4.5 It is unde idable, given a re ursionfree GAXML s hema S and a ∃Tree-LTL senten e
ϕ, whether S satises ϕ.
We nally

onsider the impa t on de idability of al-

lowing path quantiers in the temporal property. To
this end, we

onsider Tree-CTL properties and prove

the following strong unde idability result (
universal quantier and

E

A

is the

the existential quantier

on runs). It shows that allowing even a single path
quantier alternation leads to unde idability.

Theorem 4.6 It is unde idable, given a positive
pattern P without variables and a re ursion-free
GAXML s hema S , if S satises AXEG (¬P ).
3

3 We

assume a unique start state from whi h there is a transition to ea h initial instan e of S .
9

De idability

As promised, we now exhibit several

all guard that is satised may later be invalidated

useful veri ation tasks that remain de idable even

when new data is re eived. Indeed, guards provide a

for re ursive GAXML s hemas.

powerful

ern in veri ation is

safety

A re urring

on-

ontrol me hanism, that allows simulating

omplex appli ation workows.

with respe t to a spe i-

ed property. Re all that rea hability, and therefore

lieve the model

safety, is unde idable by Theorem 4.1. We next pro-

servi es.

vide a de idable su ient
a Boolean

a novel

ondition for safety w.r.t.

Another pra ti ally signi ant problem is

rea hability:
k

for given

k,

ϕ

oupling of temporal logi

and tree patterns

ties of the evolution of su h systems.

Our results provide a tight boundary of de idability for veri ation of GAXML systems.

As a side

ee t, they also provide insight into the subtle interplay between the various features of GAXML. Deidability for full veri ation holds for re ursion-free

bounded

GAXML. While this may appear quite limited, ap-

is it possible to rea h in at

steps an instan e satisfying a Boolean

bination

lass of AXML

Finally, the Tree-LTL language providing

seems parti ularly well suited for expressing proper-

ombination of patterns.

Theorem 4.7 (Safety) It is de idable in onexptime, given a GAXML s hema S and a Boolean
ombination ϕ of patterns, whether (i) all valid initial instan es of S satisfy ϕ, and (ii) for all valid
instan es I and J of S su h that I ⊢ J , if I |= ϕ then
J |= ϕ.

most

Altogether, we be-

aptures a signi ant

pli ations often satisfy the re ursion-free

om-

required.

of patterns? The following is shown simi-

Even in more

do not satisfy these

onditions

omplex appli ations that

onditions, one

an isolate and

larly to the proof of Theorem 3.6.

verify re ursion-free portions that are semanti ally

Theorem 4.8 (Bounded rea hability) It is de idable in 2nexptime, given a GAXML s hema S , a
Boolean ombination of patterns ϕ, and a xed integer k, whether there exists a prex I0 , . . . , Ij of a
valid run of S su h that j ≤ k and Ij |= ϕ. If k is
xed, the omplexity is nexptime.

signi ant.

The dual of bounded rea hability is

non- ontinuous.
su h pro ess

o-2nexptime (and

k).

5

Dis ussion

!MailOrder

orresponds to the

an be veried.

We also showed that

more limited but useful veri ation tasks, su h as
bounded rea hability and verifying su ient

bounded safety:

ondi-

tions for safety, are de idable even for unrestri ted
GAXML systems.

S , ϕ and k, is it the ase that every instan e
of S rea hable in at most k steps satises ϕ ? Clearly,
this is the ase i no instan e satisfying ¬ϕ an be
rea hed in at most k steps. Thus, bounded safety an
xed

Intuitively, this

pro essing of a single order, and properties of ea h

for given

be de ided in

For instan e, the Mail Order example

an be made re ursion-free by making

We

on lude by dis ussing how our results

an be

extended to multi-peer systems, for whi h AXML was

o-nexptime for

originally intended. The GAXML model

an simulate

a multi-peer systems in a straightforward manner, by
viewing the general system as a single GAXML do ument with a separate portion assigned to ea h peer.
This amounts to viewing the state of the multi-peer

We studied the veri ation of an expressive set of

system as the produ t of the states of its

properties for a large

in whi h ea h peer has a

lass of AXML systems.

aimed at providing a model

We

a GAXML system

apturing signi ant

omponents,

ess to its own state. Su h

an easily simulate a multi-peer

appli ations, while at the same time allowing for

system under strong syn hroni ity assumptions en-

non-trivial veri ation tasks.

suring that ea h fun tion

in lude:

Some of our

hoi es

state transitions in the

unordered rather than ordered trees, set-

all

auses simultaneous

alling and re eiving peers.

oriented rather than bag semanti s for trees, pat-

This assumption

terns with lo al existential quanti ation and with-

trodu ing additional peers simulating

ommuni ation

hannels, whi h weakens syn hroni ity by allowing

out negated sub-patterns, and queries based on tree
pattern mat hings rather than more powerful

an be immediately relaxed by in-

arbitrary delays between state transitions in dierent

ompu-

tation. Despite the limitations, this goes beyond pre-

peers.

vious formal work on AXML, whi h

onsidered only

with expli it messages and queues, requires an exten-

Note that the use of guard

sion of our GAXML model. This raises new interest-

monotone systems [1℄.

Simulating a ner-grained multi-peer model,

ing questions left for future work.

onditions indu es non-monotone behavior, sin e a
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A tivity.

6

Appendix

GAXML system is to pro ess mail orders. The system has a

6.1 Some denitions
A

Guard AXML (GAXML) do

external

ument is a tree whose

internal nodes are labeled with tags in

Σ

and whose

tier

ustomer Cname for a
Pname. The order is given a unique idenOrder-ID (uniqueness is enfor ed by the

data

onstraint spe ied further).

2. If the produ t is available, initiate pro essing a
bill by

tree pattern is a tuple (M, G, λM , λG ),

alling the internal fun tion

Bill.

3. To pro ess a bill, send an invoi e to the

where:

tomer, modeled by a

is a tree with

The pro essing of a mail

produ t

T = (N, E, λ) where N ⊆ N is a nite set of nodes,
E ⊆ N × N is a set of edges su h that (N, E) is a
tree, and λ : N → Σ ∪ F ∪ D is a labeling fun tion
su h that λ(n) ∈ Σ for ea h nonleaf node n.

• (M, G)

!MailOrder.

1. Re eive an order from a

data values. More formally, a GAXML tree is a triple

A

all

order follows this simple workow:

leaves are labeled by either tags, fun tion names, or

Patterns

ess to a Catalog, providing produ t and

pri e information. A new mail order is initiated by an

Invoi e.

Payment for Pname in
Amount. This ompletes
the pro essing of the bill. Pname and Amount are
returned to the alling MailOrder as the answer
to the all !Bill.

M ⊂ N,

This returns a

the amount found under

• λM : M → Σ ∪ F ∪ D ∪ V ∪ {∗} is a node labeling
fun tion su h that λM (n) ∈ Σ ∪ {∗} for every
internal node n,
• λG : G → {/, //}.

4. If the payment is

pattern is a pair ({P1 , . . . , Pn }, ond), where ea h
Pi is a tree pattern and ond is a Boolean ombination
A

X = α or X 6= α, where X ∈ V and
α ∈ V ∪ D. In parti ular ond ould in lude joins of
the form X = Y .
Let P be a tree pattern and T a tree. A mat hing
of P into T is a mapping µ from the nodes of P to
the nodes of T su h that: (i) the root of P is mapped
to the root of T , (ii) µ interprets / as hild and // as
des endant, (iii) µ preserves the label (with ∗ a ting

us-

all to the external fun tion

the produ t

Pname

orre t (the
is the paid

liver the produ t by

Deliver.

of expressions

atalog pri e of

Amount)

then de-

alling the external fun tion

Otherwise reje t the order by

the external fun tion

Reje t.

alling

We now provide more details on the spe i ation
(for

onvenien e, some aspe ts already des ribed in

the main text are repeated here). An initial instan e
of the system has the shape shown in Figure 1. The
DTD enfor es the spe ied shape, and also that of the

as a wild ard), (iv) nodes labeled with variables are

results to external fun tion

mapped to data values. Let

uniqueness of mail order IDs is enfor ed by the data

Q = ({P1 , . . . , Pn }, ond)
be a pattern. A mat hing of Q into a forest F is a
mapping µ that is a mat hing of ea h Pi into some
tree of F , and for whi h ond is satised.
We say that a pattern Q holds in a forest F i there
exists at least one mat hing of Q into F . We then say
that Q(F ) is true, otherwise it is false. This denition extends to Boolean
repla ing ea h pattern

Q

onstraint

Q(F ).

onsisting of the negation of the following

pattern:
Main
MailOrder

ombination of patterns by
by

alls, des ribed later. The

Order-Id

Cname

X

Y

MailOrder
Pname
Z

In parti ular this

Y

6=

Order-Id

Cname

Pname

X

Y'

Z'

Y' or Z

6=

Z'

means that the patterns are mat hed independently
of ea h other: If a variable
ent patterns

Q

and

Q′

X

o

ombination,

then it is treated as quantied existentially in
independently quantied in

We next provide the spe i ations of the fun tions.

urs in two dier-

of the Boolean

Q

MailOrder : external, ontinuous. Its all guard
true and argument query empty. Its result has the

and

Q′ .

is

following shape, enfor ed by the DTD:

6.2 Mail Order Example
We provide here a more

MailOrder

omplete spe i ation for

our running MailOrder example. The purpose of this

12

Order-Id

Cname

Pname

dom

dom

dom

!Bill

!Deliver

!Reje t

Bill

:

internal, non- ontinuous.

Its

all guard,

∧ ¬ (

Main

he king that the ordered produ t is available, is the

MailOrder

following:

Paid

self

Main
Produ t
Pname

Pname

X

X

The

self

Pname
X

MailOrder
Paid

self

Pname

Pri e

Pname

Amount

X

Z

X

Z

This

onsists

(this

of

a

single

node

labeled

an also be enfor ed by the DTD).

ompletes the spe i ation of the Mail Order

GAXML system.
Now

onsider again the Tree-LTL properties in Fig-

ure 5. The rst property (every mail order is even{Pro ess-bill}

MailOrder
Pname

Pri e

result

Reje ted

Main

Produ t

Catalog
Produ t

MailOrder

Its argument query is:

Catalog

)

Main

self

Pname

Amount

tually delivered or reje ted) is satised for the above
spe i ation.

!Invoi e

Consider the se ond property (every

produ t for whi h the
X

X

Y

orre t amount has been paid

is eventually delivered).
is false.

Y

tion allows a
The return guard and query (also given in Example

ustomer to pay for a dierent produ t

than the one ordered. This bug

2.2) are the following:

the addition of the data

aBill

−→

aBill

Payment

Payment
Pname

Amount

X

Y

Return guard

Surprisingly, this property

This is due to a subtle bug: the spe i aould be xed with

onstraint

onsisting of the

negation of the following pattern:

{Paid}
Pname

Amount

X

Y

aBill
Pname

Payment

X

Pname

Return query
Y

Invoi e : external, non- ontinuous. Its all guard
is true. We omit (as for the other external fun tions)
the spe i ation of its argument query. The answer
it returns is of the following form (whi h

an be en-

X 6= Y

6.3 Upper bound proofs for re ursionfree systems
Proposition 3.2

for ed by the DTD):

Let

S = (Φint , Φext , ∆)

be

a

re ursion-free GAXML s hema. There exists a nonPayment

Deliver

Amount

dom

dom

that all runs of

k

: external, non- ontinuous. Its

all guard

is
Main
MailOrder

Catalog
Produ t

Paid

self

Pname

Pri e

Pname

Amount

X

Z

X

Z

The

result

Delivered

Reje ted

onsists

(this

of

a

single

node

labeled

an be enfor ed by the DTD).

transitions.

Proof:

Let

be the

all graph of

Φ = Φint ∪ Φext and κ = |Φ|. Let G
S . By assumption G is a y li .
Let G0 be the set of fun tions f ∈ Φ su h that the
orresponding node has no in oming edge in G. The
depth of a fun tion f of Φ is the longest distan e
between the node representing f in G and a node of
G0 . We show by indu tion of i that a fun tion f
i
of depth i an be alled at most (2 · κ) times. For
i = 0 this is lear, the fun tion may be alled only if
it is present in the initial instan e and, be ause S is
re ursion-free and the initial instan e is a tree, in
only o

:

external,

k, exponential in |Φint ∪ Φext |, su h
S rea h a blo king instan e in at most

negative integer

Pname

non- ontinuous.

Its

all

i, let Gf

be the set of parents of

a fun tion

guard is the following:
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an

ur on e in the initial instan e. For arbitrary

g

of

Gf

an be

f

in

G.

By indu tion

alled at most

(2 · κ)i−1

times. Be ause

g

S

small model property. Spe i ally, we show the fol-

is re ursion-free, one exe ution of

may produ e at most two dire t exe utions of

f

lowing key lemma.

(one generated by the input query, one by the output

i−1
query). Hen e f is exe uted at most 2·|Gf |(2·κ)
≤ Proposition 3.4 There exists a omputable fun tion
(2 · κ)i as |Gf | ≤ κ. The depth of G being bounded f with the following property. If there exists a valid
pre-run of S satisfying ξ then there exists a valid preby κ, ea h fun tion is eventually exe uted at most
(2 · κ)κ times, hen e the bound on the length of the run of the same length satisfying ξ , su h that ea h of
2 its instan es has size bounded by f (ξ, S).
run.

Proposition 3.3 Given a pre-run ρ = I0 , . . . Ik
and a Tree-LTL senten e

ρ

ϕ using
O(|ρ||ϕ| ).

satises

time

ϕ,

one

an

of

Clearly, Proposition 3.4 establishes Theorem 3.6.

S

Indeed, as will be seen,

he k whether

a non-deterministi

algorithm in

f

is doubly exponential in

and

ξ,

for

he king the existen e of a valid run satisfying

whi h will yield a

(so violating

ϕ).

S

omplexity of 2nexptime

This establishes the

ξ

o-2nexptime

upper bound for he king satisfa tion of ϕ.
P be the set of tree patterns used in ϕ.
The main idea of the proof is as follows.
Let
For ea h m ∈ [0, k], let σm be the truth assignment
I0 , . . . , Ik be a valid pre-run of S satisfying ξ . We
on P su h that σm (P ) = 1 i Im |= P (note that the
onstru t another valid pre-run R0 , . . . , Rk su h that
latter an be he ked in time exponential in P ). Let
for ea h m ∈ [0, k], Rm is a sub-instan e of Im whose
Aϕ be the Bü hi automaton for the formula ϕ where
size an be stati ally bounded, and Rm and Im satthe tree patterns are repla ed by distin t proposiisfy exa tly the same patterns used in ξ . The idea
tions (also denoted by P by slight abuse), and whose
is to make sure that ea h Rm ontains witnesses for
alphabet onsists of the truth assignments for P . The
all patterns in ξ satised by Im , and also that it an
standard onstru tion of Aϕ produ es an automaton
mimi the transitions in the original run by keeping
whose number of states is exponential in ϕ. Re all
the "skeleton" of Im (all paths from roots to nodes
that (by denition of Aϕ ) ρ |= ϕ i Aϕ a epts the
labeled with fun tion symbols ?f or af ) and also witinnite word σ0 , . . . , σk , σk , . . ., i.e. i Aϕ goes in-

Proof:

Let

nitely often through an a

epting state.

nesses required to make the appropriate guards true.

A simple

Satisfa tion of the DTD must also be ensured, whi h

pumping argument shows that this happens i an
a

epting state

an be rea hed twi e from a state

rea hed under input
at most

2 · |Aϕ |

deterministi

σ 0 , . . . , σk

by reading again

|ϕ|

O(|ρ|

ϕ,

).

The

onstru tion is

rst, the needed witnesses are

Ik and ba kward to I0 . Then,
R0 , . . . , Rk is generated starting
sub-instan e of I0 ontaining the olle ted

olle ted starting from

2

the a tual pre-run
from the

witnesses, by mimi king the transitions in the origiIt is de idable in

o-2nexptime,

given a re ursion-free GAXML s hema
LTL senten e

done in two passes:

times. This yields the desired non-

algorithm taking time

Theorem 3.6

σk

requires additional witnesses.

S

nal run.
In order to establish Proposition 3.4 we rst show

and a Tree-

whether ea h valid run of

S

several auxiliary results. Note that, for the proof,

satises

ϕ.

an be assumed to
data

We next outline the main points of the proof.

S = (Φint , Φext , ∆) be a re ursion-free GAXML
s hema and ϕ a Tree-LTL senten e of the form
∀X̄ψ(X̄). Clearly, S |= ϕ i there is no valid run
of S that satises ∃X̄¬ψ(X̄). Let DX̄ be an arbitrary subset of D with as many elements as variables
in X̄ . Clearly, the above is equivalent to the following: there is no valid run ρ of S with domain D ⊇ DX̄
and no mapping h from X̄ to DX̄ su h that ρ satises ξ = ¬ψ(h(X̄)) (re all that ψ(h(X̄)) is obtained
from ψ by repla ing, for ea h pattern in ψ for whi h
Y ∈ X̄ is a free variable, the label Y by h(Y )). Thus,
the question of whether S |= ϕ is redu ed to a satis-

onstraints

∆

onsist only of a DTD, sin e the

an be absorbed into the property

ϕ

to be veried.

Let

I = (T , eval)
S = (Φint , Φext , ∆). A sub-instan e
of I is an instan e J = (T ′ , eval′ ) of S su h that (i)
′
′
4
ea h tree T in T is a prex of some tree T in T , (ii)
′
T in ludes all nodes in T labeled by fun tion sym′
bols ?f and af , and eval maps ea h node n labeled
′
?f to the tree in T that is a prex of eval(n). We
denote by J ⊑ I the fa t that J is a sub-instan e of
I . Note that eval′ is uniquely determined by T ′ and
We use the following terminology. Let

be an instan e of

ability problem. De idability is shown by proving a

4 A tree T ′ is a prex of a tree T if T ′ is a subgraph of T
and for ea h node x in T ′ , all nodes on the path from x to the
root in T are also in T ′ .
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I.

An important property of a subinstan e is that is

preserve the false patterns: If a pattern does not hold
in

I

Next, suppose

then it doesn't hold in any of its subinstan es.

The next result shows how we

an propagate ba k-

I′

is obtained from

of the result of a fun tion
pose

f

all

?f

I

is an external fun tion. Then

smallest sub-instan e of

I

by the return

at node

ontaining

K

the subtrees belonging to the result of the

lemma does not assume non-re ursiveness.

deleted.

f

is an internal fun tion,

Supis the

from whi h

wards sub-instan es throughout a run. Note that the

If

n.

Pre(K)

Pre(K)

all are
is ob-

Lemma 6.1 Let S = (Φint , Φext , ∆) be a GAXML
s hema, I and I ′ instan es of S su h that I ⊢ I ′ , and |Pre(K)| ≤ |K| + d · |ρ(f )| + d · |Body| · |K| where ρ(f )
let K ⊑ I ′ . Then there exists Pre(K) ⊑ I and K ′ ⊑ is the return guard of f and Body is the body of the
return query of f , so |Pre(K)| ≤ d · g + (d · b + 1) · |K|.
I ′ su h that Pre(K) ⊢ K ′ , K ⊑ K ′ , and |Pre(K)| ≤
′
′
′
The proof that Pre(K) ⊢ K where K ⊑ K ⊑ I is
d · g + (d · b + 1) · |K|, where d is the maximum depth of
2
a tree satisfying ∆, g is the maximum size of a guard similar to the above.
and b the maximum size of the body of an argument
In onstru ting our "small" run, we will need to
or return query in S .
enfor e validity of the instan es wrt ∆. To this end,
Proof: We do a ase analysis on the transition I ⊢ I ′ . we use the notion of " ompletion" of an instan e. Let
′
Suppose rst that I is obtained from I as a result of
J be a sub-instan e of I . A ompletion J¯ of J wrt I
tained similarly to the above.

In this

ase again,

all !f at a node n. Let γ(f ) be the all
and ∆ is dened as follows. Let max(∆) be the maxf . For ea h pattern P o urring in γ(f ) that imum integer used in the spe i ation of ∆. First,
′
holds in (I, n), let µP be a mat hing of P into (I, n),
let J be obtained by adding to J all subtrees of I
′
and let G be the forest indu ed by all the nodes in
rooted at nodes in J . Next, J¯ is obtained from J
the images of some µP together with their an estors.
as follows. For ea h node n of J , if n has more than
Note that the size of G is bounded by d·|γ(f )| ≤ d·g .
max(∆) hildren in J ′ that are not in J and have
If f is an external fun tion, then Pre(K) onsists
the same label a ∈ Σ ∪ {!f | f ∈ Φint ∪ Φext }, re′
of G together with K , with the label of n hanged
tain max(∆) of them and remove from J the rest
from ?f to !f . Suppose f is an internal fun tion.
(together with their subtrees). Similarly, if n in J
′
′
Let T be the tree in I with root r labeled af resulthas more than max(∆) hildren in J that are not in
ing from the all. Re all that T
onsists of r with
J and are labeled by (possibly distin t) data values,
′
subtrees resulting from the evaluation of the arguretain max(∆) of them and remove the rest from J .
ment query of f , Body → Head on (I, n). For ea h
The following is easily seen. Note that, like Lemma
tree H in Head, let c be its onstru tor node and Hc
6.1, the following does not assume non-re ursiveness.
the orresponding subtree. For ea h mat hing µ of
Body into (I, n) we denote by µ(Hc ) the set of nodes Lemma 6.2 Let S be a GAXML s hema. Suppose
′
of I that are indu ed by this mat hing. Let M be
I is an instan e of S , I |= ∆, J is a sub-instan e of
the set of mat hings µ for whi h µ(Hc ) interse ts K
I , and J¯ is a ompletion of J wrt I and ∆. Then
for some H in Head. Then the nodes of Pre(K) are
for every instan e L su h that J¯ ⊑ L ⊑ I , if n is a
those of G together with those belonging to both K
node in J¯, then the set of hildren of n in L satises
and I , and those o urring in {µ(Body) | µ ∈ M},
∆ (in parti ular, J¯ |= ∆). Furthermore, |J¯| ≤ d · (a ·
together with their an estors. Note that |Pre(K)| ≤
max(∆))d · |J|, where d is the maximum depth of a
|K|+d·|γ(f )|+d·|Body|·|K| ≤ d·g+(d·b+1)·|K|. To tree satisfying ∆ and a is the size of the alphabet of
see that Pre(K) satises the other onditions of the
∆.
lemma, note rst that Pre(K) ontains n with label
!f (the same as in I ) and γ(f ) holds in (Pre(K), n). Proof: Suppose J¯ ⊑ L ⊑ I and n is a node in J¯.
′
′
′
Thus, there exists K su h that Pre(K) ⊢ K and K
Consider the hildren of n in L. By onstru tion, for
ea h label b, the number of hildren of n with label b
is obtained from Pre(K) by a all to f at node n. If
f is an external fun tion, K ⊑ K ′ by onstru tion. If in L is either the same as in I or lies between max(∆)
f is an internal fun tion, K ′ is obtained from Pre(K) and the number of su h hildren in I (and similarly
by evaluating arg(f ) = Body → Head on (Pre(K), n). for nodes labeled with data values). In either ase,
Sin e by onstru tion all mat hings of Body into (I, n)
for k ≤ max(∆), b ≥ k holds in L i it holds in I for
in M are also mat hings in (Pre(K), n), it easily folthe hildren of n. Sin e I |= ∆, it follows that ∆ is
′
lows that K ⊑ K (modulo node renaming). Sin e
satised by the hildren of n in L. Finally, the bound
Pre(K) ⊑ I and I ⊢ I ′ it also follows that K ′ ⊑ I ′ . on J¯ is immediate.
2
a fun tion
guard of
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Proof of Proposition 3.4

We are now ready to

omplete the proof of Proposition 3.4.

Let

from

ρ =

is

Rm

by a fun tion

learly satised.

If

all to

f

f.

If

f

is external,

∆

is internal, note that, sin e

S satisfying ξ . We Rm |= ∆, the only violation of ∆ in Rm+1 ould o ur
R0 , . . . , Rk of bounded size if the number of trees in the answer to the argument
su h that for all m ∈ [0, k], Im and Rm satisfy exa tly query of the all on Rm is disallowed by ∆ under
the same patterns o urring in ξ . Sin e I1 , . . . , Ik satroot af . However, this annot happen by Lemma 6.2,
ises ξ , so does R1 , . . . Rk .
sin e J¯m+1 ⊑ Rm+1 and the root belongs to J¯m+1 .
Now suppose Rm+1 is obtained from Rm by the
Let P be the set of patterns o urring in ξ . For
return of the result of a all to a fun tion f . If f
ea h m ∈ [0, k] and pattern P ∈ P that holds in
Im , let σP,m be one mat hing of P into Im , and let is internal, the argument is similar to the above (we
Mat hm (P) be the image of {σP,m | P ∈ P, Im |= P }. use here the fa t that the root under whi h the result of the fun tion all is returned in Im+1 is part
The skeleton of ρ is the set of all nodes o urring on a
of the skeleton of ρ so belongs to J¯m+1 ). Suppose
path from root to a node labeled with a fun tion symf is external. Re all that by onstru tion, the anbol ?f or af , in some Im , 0 ≤ m ≤ k . We dene by
swer to the external all onsists of sibling subtrees
ba kward indu tion valid sub-instan es J¯m of Im as
of J¯m+1 sitting under some node n, and ea h tree in
follows. For the basis, onsider m = k . Re all that Ik
the answer satises ∆ (be ause Im+1 |= ∆). Rm+1
is blo king. For ea h node n in Ik labeled by a fun may
ontain additional sibling subtrees under n that
tion all !f , and ea h pattern P in γ(f ) that mat hes
are
not
in J¯m+1 be ause they were already in Rm ,
into (Ik , n), let σP be su h a mat hing. Let G be set
and
ea
h
satises ∆. Sin e J¯m+1 ⊑ Rm+1 , and n is
of nodes in the image of all su h mat hings. Let Jk
¯
J
in
,
m+1 the set of hildren of n also satisfy ∆, by
be the minimum sub-instan e of Ik that in ludes G,
Lemma
6.2. Thus, Rm+1 |= ∆. This ompletes the
all nodes of Ik that belong to the skeleton of ρ, and
¯
indu
tion.
all nodes in Mat hk (P). Let Jk be a ompletion of
Clearly, for ea h m ∈ [0, k], Rm and Im satisfy
Jk wrt Ik and ∆.
exa tly the same patterns in P , be ause J¯m ⊑ Rm ⊑
¯
For the indu tive step, let m < k . Let Pre(Jm+1 )
Im and ea h P ∈ P that holds in Im also has a mat h
be onstru ted from J¯m+1 as in Lemma 6.1. Next,
in J¯m , so in Rm . Conversely, if P does not hold in Im
let Jm be the minimum sub-instan e of Im ontainit annot hold in Rm . Finally, Rk is blo king be ause
ing Pre(J¯m+1 ), the nodes of Im that belong to the
Ik is blo king and Rk and Ik satisfy exa tly the same
skeleton of ρ, and the nodes in Mat hm (P). Finally,
patterns o urring in the all guards.
let J¯m be a ompletion of Jm wrt Im and ∆.
I0 , . . . , Ik

be a valid pre-run of

onstru t a valid pre-run

We

We next dene by forward indu tion the desired

now

provide

a

bound

for

the

pre-run

R0 , . . . , Rk . We denote by s the size of S and by
valid pre-run R0 , . . . , Rk , starting with R0 = J¯0 .
x the size of ξ . Re all that d is the depth of all trees
¯
As we shall see, Jm ⊑ Rm ⊑ Im for 0 ≤ m ≤ k
that are valid for ∆ and that d ≤ s. Re all also that
¯
and Rm |= ∆. The basis (R0 = J0 ) is lear. Let
g is the maximum size for a guard and that g ≤ s.
0 ≤ m < k and suppose Rm has been dened, Rm
From the above it follows that:
¯
satises ∆, and Jm ⊑ Rm ⊑ Im . By onstru tion,
¯
¯
¯
Pre(Jm+1 ) ⊑ Jm , so Pre(Jm+1 ) ⊑ Rm . By Lemma
• k is exponential in s (Proposition 3.2).
′
′
6.1, Pre(J¯m+1 ) ⊢ K where J¯m+1 ⊑ K ⊑ Im+1 .
Sin e Pre(J¯m+1 ) ⊑ Rm ⊑ Im , it follows that Rm ⊢
• The skeleton sk(ρ) of ρ = I0 , . . . , Ik is bounded
Rm+1 where K ′ ⊑ Rm+1 ⊑ Im+1 , and the transiby k · d · 2 · k . To see this noti e that a run of
tion Rm ⊢ Rm+1 results from the same fun tion all
length k an all at most k fun tions. Hen e an
or result return as in Im ⊢ Im+1 . The transition is
instan e of this run has at most k nodes labeled
uniquely determined, ex ept in the
of the result of an external
the forest
all in

F

ase of the return

all. In this

ase,

af

onsider

whi h is the result of the same fun tion

Im+1 .

Let

Rm+1

Hen e

Rm by
F ∩ J¯m+1 .

be obtained from

returning as answer to the external

all

J¯m+1 ⊑ K ′ , we have the desired
¯
in lusions Jm+1 ⊑ Rm+1 ⊑ Im+1 .
To see that Rm+1 |= ∆, onsider the possible transitions from Rm to Rm+1 . Suppose Rm+1 is obtained
In all

nodes labeled ?f . Ea
d an estors and there
sk(ρ) = O(s · k2 ).

and

k

at most

ases, sin e
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•

h su h node has
are

k

instan es.

Jk is bounded by |sk(ρ)| + d · g · 2 ·
k + d · |ξ|. The term d · g · 2 · k bounds the size
of G (we need to onsider a most 2 · k guards)
and d · |ξ| bounds the size of Mat hk (P). Thus,
|Jk | = O(s2 · x · k2 ).
The size of

•

¯ = O(s2s+1 · |J|),
By Lemma 6.2, |J|
O(k2 · x · s2s+3) ).

|J¯k | =

so

•

Type he king: for every run of
instan e satises

∆,

S,

if the initial

then every instan e in the

run satises ∆.
J¯m for m < k. By onstru tion,
|Jm | ≤ |P re(Jm+1 )| + |sk(ρ)| + |Mat hm (P)|. Proof: Su essful termination an be redu ed to sat2
By Lemma 6.1, |P re(Jm+1 )| = O(s · |J¯m+1 |).
isfa tion of a Tree-LTL senten e by a re ursion-free
2
Also, |sk(ρ)| = O(s · k ) ( see above) and
system. For su essful termination, the property to
V
′
|Mat hm (P)| = O(s · x). It follows that |J¯m | = be veried is F [α ∧
f ∈Φint ∪Φext ¬ γ (f )] where
2s+1 2
2
2
¯
O(s
(s · |Jm+1 | + s · k + s · x)) = O(k · x · α is a formula stating that no fun tion symbol ?f is
′
present, and ea h γ (f ) is obtained from the guard
s2s+3 · |J¯m+1 |).
γ(f ) by repla ing the label self by !f . This uses the
• From the above, it follows that |J¯0 | = O((k2 · x · fa t that, in a tree without fun tion alls, the DTD
s2s+3 )k ·|J¯k |) = O((k2 ·x·s2s+3 )k ·k2 ·x·s2s+3 ) = of ∆ does not allow multiple o urren es of nodes laO(k2k+1 · xk+1 · s(2s+3)(k+1) ).
beled !f (thus, the relative pattern γ(f ) an be turned
′
into the pattern γ (f ) without any loss). Also note
Thus, J¯0 is doubly exponential with respe t to S and
that, sin e the initial instan e of a run onsists of a
ξ . Now onsider the pre-run R0 , . . . , Rk . At ea h single tree, every rea hable instan e without running
transition Rm ⊢ Rm+1 , the instan e Rm an in rease
fun tion alls is also a single tree.
v
by at most |J¯0 | · h, where v is the maximum number
For type he king, the proof is analogous to that of
of variables in the head of a query of S , and h is
′
Lemma 3.4. Suppose ∆ onsists of a DTD ∆ and a

•

Consider

the maximum size of a query head.

Re all that by

onstru tion, the result of an external

|J¯m |, m ∈ [0, k], to whi h the
bound established above for |J¯0 | applies. Thus, ea h
Rm remains doubly exponential in S and ξ . This
by the maximum size of

ompletes the proof of Proposition 3.4.
In summary, a 2nexptime de ision pro edure for
satisability of
1. Guess

ξ

DX̄

by

S

is the following:

and the valuation

onstru t the formula

of

X̄

into

DX̄ ;

ξ

2. Guess an initial instan e

S,

h

R0

of a valid pre-run of

of size doubly exponential in

S

and

ξ.

3. Generate non-deterministi ally a valid pre-run

R0 , . . . , Rk
tion

of

S;

in the

ase of external fun -

alls, guess an arbitrary answer whose size

is bounded by the bound shown above for
blo king instan e

Rk

|J¯0 |.

4. Che k that

A

is guaranteed to be rea hed

after a number of transitions exponential in

R0 , . . . , Rk

satises

ψ . We rst type he k ∆′ : we show
that whenever ρ = I0 , . . . , Ik is a prex of a run of S
′
su h that I0 satises ∆, Ik satises ∆ . Suppose, to
the ontrary, that there exists ρ = I0 , . . . , Ik su h that
I0 is an initial instan e (satisfying ∆), Im ⊢ Im+1 ,
′
′
and Ik violates ∆ . We onstru t a sequen e ρ =
R0 , . . . , Rk with the same properties, su h that the
′
size of ρ is stati ally bounded. The onstru tion is
the same as in the proof of Lemma 3.4 (for P = ∅),
with two modi ations. First, Jk is dened as follows.
′
Sin e Ik violates ∆ , there is a node n of Ik whose
′
hildren violate ∆ . Let Jk be the minimum subinstan e of Ik ontaining n together with sk(ρ), and
′
let J¯k be the ompletion of Jk wrt Ik and ∆ . Note
′
¯
that Jk still violates ∆ . The indu tive onstru tion
of J¯m for m < k pro eeds as in Lemma 3.4, ex ept
that J0 also in ludes witnesses for the patterns of ψ
′
satised by I0 . Next, ρ = R0 , . . . , Rk is onstru ted
¯
from J0 as in Lemma 3.4. Note that J¯k ⊑ Rk ⊑ Ik ,
′
and Rk still violates ∆ for the same node n as J¯k and
′
Ik . Clearly, ρ has the desired properties and has size
doubly exponential in S . This shows that he king
data

all is bounded

S.

ξ.

onstraint

the existen e of a violation of type he king wrt the

∆′
∆′ is

Note that (4) remains in 2nexptime by Proposition

DTD

an be done in 2nexptime, so type he king

3.3. This

wrt

in

ompletes the proof of Theorem 3.6.

Corollary 3.8

onsider

∆.

If the

∆′ ) then we are done (∆ is also violated). Otherwise,
′
′
let S = (Φint , Φext , ∆ ), and he k that every valid
hema S =
′
pre-run of S satises the Tree-LTL property ψ → G
ψ . This an be done in o-2nexptime by Theorem

The following are de idable in

2nexptime for a re ursion-free GAXML s

Su

o-2nexptime. Now

answer to the above is negative (there is a violation of

(Φint , Φext , ∆):
•

2

essful termination: ea h run of

S

o-

ends in a

blo king instan e with no running fun tion

3.6.

In summary, type he king is de idable in

2nexptime.

all.
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o-

2

6.4 Lower bound proof
We now prove that the

omplexity bound of Theo-

rem 3.6 is tight.

Proof of Proposition 3.5

M

Let

be a

deterministi

Turing Ma hine running in time

inputs of size

n.

Let

w

ϕ and

LTL senten e

S

n.

be a string of length

ϕ

su h that

We

holds on all runs of

M
S

ode a valid run of

sequen e of

on

M

i

on

w.

w.
of S

ongurations. In parti ular, for

M , G must
n
n
n+1
2(2 ) · 2(2 ) = 2(2 ) .

For te hni al reasons, we will distinguish between

N -nodes, Nbeg , Nlast , and Ninner . We
R-subtree ontains exa tly one o urren e of Nbeg , one o urren e of Nlast , and that
all the remaining N -nodes are Ninner . This an be
done by adding one more hild to the N -nodes with

ϕ.

a spe i
The initial

above

roughly looks as follows (for te hni al

nite label for ea h kind. The

onstraints

an then be enfor ed using a DTD. We will use

these nodes to

ode respe tively the rst, the last and

reasons there will be some extra features that we will

the other elements of the sequen e indu ed by

introdu ed when needed):

ea h

R-tree.

we will use

R
N

N

N

N

N

P

P

P

P

P

P

U

U

U

U

U

U

M.

to form a su

R

(the round

M.

N

and

P -nodes

in order

onguration of

M.

essor relation

U -nodes

The

G.

odes

are here for te h-

that the global stru ture without the data values

an

N -node

G

in order to

ode the su

node then the

has a

N -node

appears in a

More pre isely we derive a dire ted graph
lows.

The verti es of

N -nodes.

G

There is an ar

M

Nlast Plast

G

an only

x
x
are of loops and of sequen es

ompute, step by step, the transitive

and the nodes at distan e

The transitive

hild

essor relation. The idea is

orresponding bran hes are su

node

an

n+1

2(2

he k that

)

alls

losure of

. Then suitable

G

has the right

format.

We use these data values

that if a data value of an

M

Tree-LTL formulas

This is the di-

P -node

Nlast

node.

Nlast Pinner

and

and ea h

Nbeg

that may stop abruptly. For this we use fun tion

ult part of the proof, the rest being standard. We asontaining a data value.

has at most one outgoing edge and at most one

x
x
It remains to take

easily be enfor ed using a DTD.

sume that ea h

and

By negating the following patterns we also make

be a

ni al reasons that will be ome apparent later. Note

Enfor ing a su essor relation.

Pbeg , Plast

sure that the next element of a

the sequen e of labels

of the leaves indu ed by this su
a

hild. To

in oming edge. It is also easy to enfor e no self loop in

ir les in the gure above) is a tape sym-

R-subtree,

G

of

essor relation between the leaves (re all

In ea h

as labels instead

With patterns it is easy to enfor e that every node

is expe ted to

that our trees are unordered). The label of ea h leaf
bol of

Ninner

Pinner for P Nbeg , Nlast and
Ninner node. Similarly we mark one of the R-subtree
for the initial onguration, one of the R-subtree for
the nal onguration and denote them by Rbeg and
Rlast . Again this an be enfor ed by a DTD.

Data values (not depi ted

above) are atta hed to the

and

nodes whose parent is respe tively a

N

P

onguration of

Nbeg , Nlast

the patterns the label

...

U

Ea h tree rooted by a symbol
ode a

R

...

...

on

simplify further the presentation we will also use in

R

...

G

In the patterns depi ted in the following

of expli itly referring to the label of their

M

N

oding

ontain a sequen e of length

ensure that ea h

If this is not the

M.

hild of

three kinds of

reje ts

that will violate

P-

the run of

onstru t a tree-

S

En oding the ongurations of
S

n

a re ursion-free GAXML servi e

ase, there will be a run of

instan e of

non-

22

The general idea is that any initial instan e
should

N -nodes x and y , su h that the
y is α. We spe ify S su h
that we an dete t whether G indu es a sequen e long
enough in ea h R-subtree for oding a onguration
of M and su h that G also indu es a su iently long
distin t data values of

data value of the

tion as follows:

losure of
If

T

some step, the next step

P-

G

is

only have about

as fol-

the

2n

steps. Hen e we

omplete transitive

omputed at

∃zT (x, z)∧T (z, y).
of size n, runs an

omputes

With a re ursion-free GAXML

essive.

omputed by indu -

is the relation

losure of

an't

ompute

G but only the rst

are all the data values of

2n+1

(α, β)

rithm des ribed above, this is enough to dete t the

in

G

i

α

and

β

are

18

steps.

But with the divide and

onquer algo-

G

loops of

n+1

2(2 ) .
M on w

of length smaller than

enough for simulating
n

2(2

fewer than

)

M,

be ause

This is

orresponding pair of data values eventually o
the

ends in

steps!

We now spe ify the fun tion

alls that

losure but only in

the very last step. This last step

an be dete ted by

a tree pattern (denoted by last below) that

ompute the

G as des ribed above. To do this
′
′
we use 2n + 5 fun tions, f, f0 , · · · , fn+1 , f0 , · · · , fn+1 .
We add below the root M a fun tion f whi h is al-

the variant of

ways enabled (its

hold.

transitive

that the evaluation of the transitive

losure of

argument query

no more running

all guard is always true) and whose
omputes

G:

¬(

M
S
N

N
x

y

{T }

!f0′

!f0

P
A

B

x

y

ur in

omputation of the transitive

)

M

f.

alls besides

ϕ U ψ

We denote by Until

ψ

that requires

Until (last

∧

to eventually

)

M

Rbeg

Rlast

Rbeg

Rlast

Nbeg

Nlast

A

B

Nbeg

Nlast

A

B

x

y

x

y

x

y

x

y

x

T

he ks

losure is over:

T

he k that the distan e in G
Nbeg -node and a Nlast -node of a same R2n
subtree is exa tly 2 . We do this by he king that (i)
it is the ase for the Rbeg -subtree (ii) all R-subtrees
have the same distan e between their Nbeg -node and
a Nlast -node.
It now remains to

between a

fi , for i ≤ n, is dened so that it is repla
′
!fi+1 !fi+1
or by !fn+1 . This is done by making

Ea h
by

ed
its

all guard and return guard always true, its argument

′
!fi+1 !fi+1
,

query void, and its return query the forest
if

i < n, or the tree !fn+1 , if i = n.
′
Ea h fi is dened similarly ex ept for the

whi h is enabled only if no node
some

fj

Condition (i) is
all guard

ontaining a

all to

exe uted

2

ber

fn+1

performs one step of the

putation of the transitive
all guard of

input query of

fn+1

fn+1

G. We have seen
2n+1 times as de-

is always true.

does the expe ted

x

z

A
z

¬(

The

omputation

A

B

B

x

y

The return guard of

fn+1

y

S

we enfor e

ur and hen e that

or

Rbeg

Rbeg

Nbeg

Nlast

A

B

Nbeg

Nlast

A

B

x

y

x

y

x

y

x

y

T

T

We now turn to

ondition (ii). We set the DTD so

U -node

also has a data value atta hed to

Nlast -node.

U -nodes

two

orresponding

U -node

indu es a long path (i.e.

of length

Nbeg -node of the Rbeg -subtree
the Rlast -subtree. It does so by

U -nodes

2

Ulast

M
as

Nbeg -node

G) of
R-subtree. We
same R-subtree, no

have the same data value. This is done

he ks that

to the

and

within the

M

2n+1

Ubeg

We use these data values as an index

by forbidding the pattern:

The following Tree-LTL formula now

onguration of

whose parent is a

rst make sure that within the

x

)

Rbeg

the

T

of

M

of the position (relative to the order indu ed by

G

af

B

alled.

∧

Until (middle

above). Similarly as above we use

has no small loops.

x

is

Rbeg

shorthand for

By negating the following pattern in

A

f0′

it (not depi ted in the gure of a

is always true and returns

that a self loop will never o

the

)

M

that ea h

the answer of the input query.

G

omputation of the transi-

{T }

T
B

of the

losure and not before. Note that the middle step

an be dete ted via a tree pattern (denoted middle

af
T

2n+1 )

below) be ause it is exa tly when

and is given by:

A

out of

orresponding pair of data

ur at the middle step (step num-

losure of

that it will eventually be exe uted
The

om-

2n

tive

times.

The fun tion

sired.

value must now o

is present in the tree. It is easy to see, by

′
indu tion on i, that ea h fi and ea h fi is eventually
i

he ked by a Tree-LTL formula

as above ex ept that the

R

) from

N

Nlast -node

he king that the

U

N
z

U

x

z 6= z ′
19

x

z'

Hen e a data value uniquely determines a position
within an

R-subtree.

to two su

ongurations (Nlast denotes the

essive

marked node for the end of the sequen e inside an

We now make sure that all su -

R-subtrees have the same sequen e of data R-subtree while Plast denotes the beginning). SimiU -nodes. This is done as follows. larly, y (resp. y ′ ) is used to make sure that a and b
For Ubeg and Ulast nodes a pattern an easily enfor e (resp. c and d) are onse utive positions in their rethis by stating that two Ubeg -nodes (and two Ulast spe tive onguration. The variable z enfor es (this
essive

values under the

nodes)

annot

arry dierent data values. This prop-

erty is then propagated via the su

is where we use the fa t that a data value determines

essor relation by

a position) that the position of
position of

forbidding the pattern depi ted below:

c.

to allow only the right
the appropriate

M
R

R

N

P

U

x

transitions of

x

y

N

U

U

x'

z

x'

y

z 6= z

a,b,c

ombination of patterns with

U

onguration is a

z'

he k that the a

asso iated to two su

x′

with

y

z

epting

x

onstraints imply that all

an

G

s hema

• ∆

onguration, the

tial. This
oding of

Rbeg -subtree,

•

using the su

he k the

essor relation indu ed by

M

M
R

y

a
z

y

The fun tions are those des ribed above. They

b

x

N
y'

Pbeg

P

c

y'

d

x

is polynomial in

M

ϕ

is

¬(φN P ∧ φa

onstru ted in polynomial time from

ept

M

).

It is

and

w.

ontain

S

verify

ϕ.

he k that

M

reje ts

w

i all runs

On e the initial instan e is provided

impli ation problem for fun tional and in lusion de-

Noti e in the pattern above how the variable

R-subtrees

S

In this and other proofs we use a redu tion from the

z

used to make sure that the two

onstru tion of

w.

6.5 Unde idability results

R

Nlast

P

orre t.

either it does not ode a valid run of M and then
φN P does not hold, or it does ode a valid run of
M , but then ¬φa ept guarantees that the run is not
a epting. Hen e M annot a ept w . 2

onstru tion that we do not detail here):

N

is the DTD given above for the global shape

It is now easy to

enfor ed by forbidding patterns of the form (this is a
lassi al

GAXML

any free variables.
of

an now be

re ursion-free

Note that the patterns in the formula do not

G.
Consisten y of the transitions of

The

epting.

ept .

enfor e the right size of the initial instan e.

also

is indeed ini-

an be done with patterns that

w

up.

The Tree-LTL formula

he k that the

φa

terns introdu ed above that guarantee that the

odes an appropriate

It is now easy to

onguration is a

is dened as:

transitions are

and

initial

S

Altogether the

M

essor rela-

of the initial instan e together with all the pat-

then the

essor relation.

Simulation of

he k that this last

Wrapping

lows from the dis ussion above that if there is a run
initial instan e is su h that

losure of the su

steps

ompu-

R-subtrees: it is available under
by af . Hen e a Tree-LTL formula

Let us denote this formula by

of all the Tree-LTL formulas mentioned above. It fol-

su

n

22

an be extra ted from the

the subtree rooted

R-subtrees must have the same length.
n
Sin e the initial R-subtree has length 2 , this implies that all su essive R-trees also have the desired
n
length 2 . This on ludes the des ription of the su essor relation. Let us denote by φN P the onjun tion

φN P ,

he ked us-

from the initial one

is

essive

from the initial instan e that satises

an easily be

onguration rea hed in

are the data values

essive positions (similarly for

Noti e that the above
su

ong-

tionship among the

z ′ ).

and

epting

ing a pattern. The

′

and

in order to simulate the

uration is rea hable from the initial one. Whether a

Noti e in the pattern above how the variable

y

d

and

tation of the transitive

used to make sure that

is the same as the

M.

It now remains to

P

a

It is then a straightforward pro edure

x

is

penden ies, known to be unde idable. We briey re-

orrespond

20

all this problem (see [3℄ for more details). Let

R

be

R is
[Ā] ⊆ [B̄] where Ā and B̄ are sets of
attributes of R of the same size. R satises [Ā] ⊆ [B̄]
if πĀ (R) ⊆ πB̄ (R). A fun tional dependen y (FD)
over R is an expression V → C , where V is a set of
attributes and C an attribute of R. Relation R satises V → C if no two tuples of R agree on V and
disagree on C . The impli ation problem asks, given a
set Γ of IDs and FDs, and an FD F over R, whether
Γ |= F , i.e. every nite R that satises Γ must also
satisfy F .
a relation. An in lusion dependen y (ID) over

Theorem 4.1 It is unde
pattern

P

penden y

P

Proof:

Γ

attributes,

R

Aj

X

γ(g)

The guard

of

g

X

is the

onjun tion of several tree

patterns. The rst simply he ks that no node labeled

!fτ
!fτ

exists in the tree. This ensures that all

alls to the

have been made, whi h implies that their guards

τ ∈ Γ

were true, so no
the FDs in

Γ

is violated.

Satisfa tion of

is ensured by adding to

γ(g)

the obvi-

ous negative patterns forbidding violations. Finally,

F is ensured by a positive pattern, also
γ(g). The pattern P simply he ks that a
node labeled ?g exists in the tree, so the guard of g
is true. Clearly, P is rea hed in a run of S i there
exists R that satises Γ and violates F , i Γ 6|= F .
violation of

added to

We use a redu tion from the impli ation

problem for FDs and IDs. Let

τ = R[Ai ] ⊆ R[Aj ],

T

self

Ai

S

S.

example, if

T

onditions relaxed by any

is rea hable in a run of

!fτ . For
fτ is

R

of (1), (2), or (3) above, whether some instan e satisfying

he ks that the in lusion de-

is not violated for the tuple lo al to the

the guard of

onstraints or external fun tions, satis-

fying the non-re ursiveness

τ

node labeled

idable, given a positive tree

without variables and a GAXML s hema

with no data

fτ

The guard of ea h

an expression

be a relation with

a set of FDs and IDs over

R,

F

and

k

Next,

an

onsider (2) and (3).

We only outline the

Thus, S is
S satisfying the stated restri tions, and a tree pattern allowed to use ontinuous fun tions (but all other reP , su h that Γ 6|= F i some instan e satisfying P is stri tions remain in for e). As above, suppose Γ and
F apply to a relation R with attributes A1 , . . . , Ak .
rea hable in a run of S . We represent relation R with
The idea of the proof is as follows. As above, the FDs
attributes A1 . . . Ak in the standard way, as a tree de-

FD over

R.

For (1-3) we

proof for (2), sin e (3) is very similar.

onstru t a GAXML s hema

5

an be easily

s ribed by the DTD

→ T∗
→ A1 . . . Ak
→ dom

R
T
Ai

attributes

order to

fτ

g.

S

using the su

τ ∈ Γ,

Their

The relation

and one ad-

under

ID

τ ∈ Γ.

R.

Thus, an initial instan e of

We

ea h node T , for ea

Finally, we add one node labeled

S

!g

h

under

is of the form:

......

T

A1

A2

...

Ak

!fτ

A1

parents

G
H
E

G, H

A2

...

Ak

and

E,

g, h

and

all under root

→ (!g + ?g)(!init dom + ?init dom∗ )
→ (!h + ?h)(!init dom + ?init dom∗ )
→ !e + ?e

init

is simply to enfor e the presen e

of a single data value under

!g

T

is represented as above. To this we

ontinuous fun tions

The role of

R

R̄

ontinuous

e, with respe tive
R̄. For te hni al
reasons we need one additional fun tion init that
appears under G and H . The DTD rules for G,H
and E are:
add

all guards will be

so no answer is ever returned.

!fτ

essor relation, and verifying for ea h

fun tions. We next provide more details.

the empty forest. Their return guards are similarly

false,

The IDs are

yielding

alls in valid trees. In

des ribed shortly. Their argument queries are largely

dened as

R̄.

R,

that no ID is violated. This is done using

irrelevant  we assume they are trivial and produ e

add one node labeled

essor (or al-

allows an un-

for ea h ID

ditional internal fun tion

R with two

meant to represent a su

he ked by stepping through the tuples one-by-one

he k the in lusion dependen ies, we use one

internal fun tion

B, C

most) on the tuples of

Consider (1). Suppose the DTD of
bounded number of fun tion

he ked using tree patterns. In order to

he k satisfa tion of the IDs, we augment

G

and

H

in the initial

instan e. Multiple data values may appear on e

!fτ

has been

alled. We make the return guard of

false, so that no answer is ever returned.

5 This

lassi al notation maps in the obvious way to onstraints in our DTDs.

Thus, an initial instan e of
shape:
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S

init
init

has the following

•
R̄
T

...

B

C

G

...

A1

!g

Ak

...

!h

!init

H

E

!init

!e

•

start o

GBC

We denote by
data values o

end does not o

ur under

urring under the

and

δ

C

under

γ

to

δ

i

B 's,
γ o

in the same tuple.

of

!g

(i)

B

We also use two

onstant data values start and end.

The

and

C

able under

start

are keys for relation

o

R̄

start o

(iv)

end does not o
(i)

is an ID
query of

graph

GBC ,

value). Also,

R

indexed

is

B

by the

g

is to

data values that are rea hable from

G
X

B

Y

Y

all FDs in

•

the FD

and violates

to stop as soon as

end o

W

F

Γ

are satised by

is violated by

end

G (so g has been

is rea hable from

P

F.

e

S

i

alled at least

allowing a

P

simply

Rse

Γ
?e
satisfying P
2
satises

he ks that

Γ 6|= F .

P

y li

S

onditions relaxed by

all graph, whether some instan e

is rea hable in a valid run of

S.

The proof is by redu tion from
two- ounters ma hines.

These are nite state automata with two

Note

ounters and

an initial state. Ea h transition depends on the
rent state and whether the

from

A transition may

are exa tly the nodes along the path;

he ks

idable, given a positive pat-

that if this holds, there is a unique simple path

G

e

Rse ;

be omes true i

The pattern

Proof: (sket h)

start to end in GBC , and the data values

Z

without variables and a GAXML system

satisfying

hed (if at

start).

Aj

Rse .

isfying the non-re ursiveness

hange). Note that

he ks the following:

urs under

B
W

H;

rea hability for deterministi

on e and

under

X

T

with no data values and no external fun tions, sat-

all).

•

G

The return guard of

Theorem 4.2 It is unde

end is rea

H

urs in the tree. Clearly, an instan e

tern

(so the result of the argument

query is simply returned without

h

urs under

Thus, the guard of

true and the return query returns

ag

e.

is rea hable in a run of

T

C

Z

•

alling

o

X

Ai

Y

end o

R̄

B

B

Y

•

m alls, all γ rea hable from start
GAB , for whi h the distan e from start to γ is at
most m. Spe i ally, the argument query of g has
head {Y } and body

T

C

X

GBC .
!g and

in

in

The guard of

the argument

the following:

produ ing, after

!g

Y is the same as for
H . This is augmented
τ in Γ. For example, if τ

ed by

T

B

ompute all

start

an be easily done by repeatedly

(iv) for es

The portion of the body

he k ea h ID

Finally, we turn to

(i) ensures that, in the

all nodes have in-degree and out-degree

everything under

h.

G is repla

T

ensures that ea h tuple in

Its return guard is

This is done

R̄

at most one. The role of fun tion
This

Rse .

R[Ai ] ⊆ R[Aj ], the body of
!h is augmented as follows:

G.

ur under

attribute (we say that ea h tuple is

B

ept that

in order to

node and has in-

uniquely identied by the data value under the
orresponding

start to end (avail-

whi h we denote by

G;

urs under

Note that

he king, for ea h

dete ting a new rea hable value

GBC ;

(iii)

G),

the argument query of

and their values

g , ex
B

urs under some

degree zero in

omputation performed

by in luding appropriate sub-patterns in the body of

are distin t in every tuple;
(ii)

is to redo the

with the additional task of

data values along the path from

all guard

ensures the following:

B

h

H.

data value

and for whi h
urs under

!g ,

in the initial instan e);

γ rea hed from start, that the tuple of R
indexed by γ does not violate any ID of Γ within the
sub-relation of R onsisting of the tuples indexed by

the graph whose nodes are the

there is an edge from

(and therefore is the only

H

The role of
by

H

urs under

data value under

hange the

ment or de rement one of the
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ur-

ounters have value zero.
urrent state and in reounters. It is known

that it is unde idable whether a given state is rea hable for deterministi

?q .

he king the presen e of

ounter ma hines [19℄.

state

M be a deterministi ounter ma hine with
{q0 , . . . , qn }, initial state q0 , and ounters deWe simulate a run of M using a
noted C1 , C2 .
GAXML system S as follows. For ea h state qi of M
we assume a fun tion, also denoted qi by slight abuse.
(re all that all fun tions of S are non- ontinuous).
We also assume two fun tions c1 , c2 used to ode the
two ounters. The value of ounter Ci is the number of a tive running alls to ci in the instan e. To
Let

q

It is

lear that

P

i an instan e satisfying

M

rea hes

an be rea hed in

M.

a run of

2

states

Theorem 4.4

It is unde idable, given a positive

P

without variables, and a re ursion-

tree pattern

urrent and next state of
and

Next.

most one fun tion

all o

roots

Current

Next.

or

satisfying

under distin t

urs under ea h of

We assume wlog that the start state

The

urrent state

of a

all

?q as
of M (

a

q

of

M

hild of

ourse of the

of

P

omputation.

urrent start state

The start

q0 , C1 = C2 = 0)

Ea h

all to

ci

taining a single

!q1

!q2

!c1

!ci

as before.

P

Γ

All the

the existen e of a
all

g . The
?g .

alls to

ci

is simply the

Theorem 4.5

the last

qj

all to

?ci . The last running all is
!ci . In rementing the ounter
by making a new all to ci .

Ci is done by returning the answer
ci . A transition of M from state qi

Call fun tion

qj

under

ounter

•

The

Ci

is dete

S
ϕ.

P

simply tests

2

and a

Proof:

problem for FDs and IDs.

∃Tree-LTL senten

F

Let

senten e

Γ

ϕ = ∃X̄(¬ξ(X̄)) su

S

ounters are in remented or de remented by

∀X̄ξ(X̄)

i

R.

We exhibit

∃Tree-LTL
S |= ϕ i Γ |= F .
exists a run of S
and a

h that

Equivalently, we show that there
satisfying

R

ϕ,

be a set of FDs

an FD over a relation

a re ursion-free GAXML s hema

urrent state is

?qi under Current, and a zero
ted by the absen e of ?ci ).

e

We use a redu tion from the impli ation

and IDs, and

Γ 6|= F .

We represent relation

as above, and use one (internal or external) fun -

tion

Γ

making a new

all or returning the result to the

in

last

orresponding fun tion.

eral

all of the

satises

to

Next (its guard tests the

ondition of the transition: the
dete ted by nding

S

to

is simulated in several steps:

•

pattern

It is unde idable, given a re ursion-

whether

is simulated

are tested

on-

the only one

ontaining

F

an be pla ed in the

all

number of nodes labeled

M

he k for violation

and violation of

onditions

free GAXML s hema

in

an easily

(in addition to some other

Thus, the number of running

De rementing

R. We build
Γ 6|= F i some inhable in a run of S . The key

su h that

is rea

guard of a fun tion

!qn

...

fun tions used for bookkeeping and des ribed below).

Ci

be a set of FDs

of an ID using a pattern with a negative sub-pattern

!c2

produ es a new running
all

S

and re ursion-free

fa tion of the FDs in

Next
!qn

Γ

an FD over a relation

(so its negation states satisfa tion of the ID). Satis-

Current
...

F

stan e satisfying

is

M

!q2

We use again a redu tion from the impli a-

observation is that one

ongu-

S.

that is rea hable in a run of

and IDs and

is indi ated by the presen e

Current.

P

tion problem for FDs and IDs. Let

M

represented as follows:

?q0

Proof:

Current
q0

onstraints and

ative sub-patterns, whether there exists an instan e

The DTD enfor es that at

is never used again in the

ration

M,

with no data

no external fun tions, using tree patterns with neg-

fa ilitate the simulation of transitions, we represent
both the

S

free GAXML s hema

g

whose guard enfor es satisfa tion of the FDs

and violation of
onjun ts.

ontains a

F.

ξ ontains sevτ = [Ā] ⊆ [B̄] of Γ, ξ
that, if X̄τ is a tuple in

The formula

For ea h ID

onjun t stating

Current returns !qi and a new R, then πĀ (X̄τ ) ⊆ πB̄ (X̄τ ). This an be expressed
all to qj (for whi h ?qj appears under Next) is
by tree patterns with free variables X̄τ . Finally, ξ inmade.
ludes the onjun t X (//?g) stating that g is alled
in the rst transition. Let X̄ onsist of all the vari• The all ?qj under Next returns !qj .
•

The

all

?qi

under

ables o

Implementing the above sequen e requires some
ful

are-

P

Xτ ,
S

for

τ ∈ Γ.

be the positive pattern

Γ 6|= F .
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Clearly,

i the relation

in the initial instan e satises

ontrol a hieved by a few additional fun tions. We

omit the details. Finally, let

urring in

satised in a run of

Γ

R

∀X̄ξ(X̄)

is

represented

and violates

F,

i.e.

2

Theorem 4.6

It is unde idable, given a positive

P

without variables and a re ursion-

tree pattern

free GAXML s hema

Proof:

S,

if

S

6

satises

AXEG (¬P ).

We prove, equivalently, that it is unde idable

whether there exists an initial instan e of
ing

AFP .

impli ation problem for FDs and IDs. Let
of FDs and IDs and
attributes

S

satisfy-

We use, on e more, a redu tion from the

F

A 1 , . . . , Ak .

Γ

6.2,

be a set

an FD over a relation
We outline the

I¯0 be the ompletion of I0 wrt ∆0 . By Lemma
|I¯0 | ≤ d · (a · max(∆))d · |I0 |, where a is the
size of the alphabet of ∆0 and max(∆) is the maximum integer used in the spe i ation of ∆0 . Thus,
|I¯0 | ≤ d2 · (a · max(∆))d · (|ψ| + |ϕ|), and I¯0 is exponential in |∆| + |ϕ|. Clearly, I¯0 satises ∆0 and
ψ ∧ ¬ϕ.
let

R

Now

with

onsider (ii).

On e again, we use a small

I
J 6|= ϕ. We
es I0 and J0 of
h that I0 |= ϕ

model property. Suppose there exist valid instan es

onstru tion of

and

J

of

S

su h that

I ⊢ J,

if

I |= ϕ

but

S and a pattern P
an show that there exist valid instan
Γ 6|= F i there exists an initial instan e I0 S , of size exponential in |S| + |ϕ|, su
of S for whi h P is rea hable in all runs starting at
but J0 6|= ϕ. The proof is essentially a spe ial ase of
I0 . We represent R in the standard way, and use two the proof of Lemma 3.4, for the ase of runs of length
fun tions f and g . The fun tion f is external and
2
2. We omit the straightforward details.
returns a single tuple in R (this an be enfor ed by
the DTD and a data onstraint). The fun tion g is
internal. Its guard he ks that the FDs in Γ are satised, F is violated, and the tuple of R returned by
f satises all the IDs of Γ. The pattern P he ks for
the o urren e of ?g . Clearly, ?g is rea hed from I0 in
all runs i the relation R represented by I0 satises
Γ and violates F .
2
a re ursion-free GAXML s hema

su h that

6.6 De idability in the general setting
Theorem 4.7 (Safety)

It

is

de idable

nexptime, given a GAXML s hema

S

in

o-

and a Boolean

ϕ of tree patterns, whether (i) all initial
S satisfy ϕ, and (ii) for all valid instan es
S su h that I ⊢ J , if I |= ϕ then J |= ϕ.

ombination
instan es of

I

and

J

Proof:

of

The proof uses Lemmas 6.1 and 6.2, whi h

Let S =
(Φint , Φext , ∆) be a GAXML s hema. Consider (i).
Let ∆0 be the DTD of ∆ and ψ its data onstraint

re all do not assume non-re ursiveness.

(a Boolean

ombination of tree patterns). We need

(†) there exists
?f , satisfying ∆0 and
modify ∆0 in linear time so

to show that it is de idable whether
a tree with no nodes labeled

ψ ∧ ¬ϕ. We an easily
that ?f is disallowed. So, suppose no valid tree ontains ?f . We show that if (†) holds, then there exists
a tree I0 with the same property and of size exponential in |S| + |ϕ|. Indeed, suppose I satises (†).
Let P be the set of tree patterns o urring in ψ or
ϕ that hold in I , and let M onsist of one mat hing
into I for ea h P ∈ P . Let I0 be the minimal prex
of I ontaining all nodes in the images of mat hings
in M. Note that |I0 | ≤ d · (|ψ| + |ϕ|), where d is
the maximum depth of a tree satisfying ∆0 . Finally,
6 We

assume a unique start state from whi h there is a transition to ea h initial instan e of S .
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